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STATFJIENT OF THE PRODLEH 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
This exper~ntal study concerned tachistoscopic drill of fourth 
grade basic reading vocabulary with meaning association, in order to 
discover the followings 
1 . Does quick flash perception training affect the speed of 
reading? 
2. Does quick flash perception training improve reading ability? 
3. Does quick nash perception training with maning effect 
rapid word recognition? 
Sm'iMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
Recent years have found the emphasis in reading changed so that 
it has become necessary for children to learn to read rapidly while 
maintaining a high level of comprehension. Therefore it has become in-
creasingly important for children :.o develop the ability to read rapidly 
without loss of comprehension. 
In too previous studies that have been made upon visual perccp .. 
tion in reading, s~ conclusions have been reached which are significant 
in relation to this study. 
Early studies found investigators interested in whether or not 
words were perceived letter by letter, as wholes, or in groups of words . 
Against the general belief that in reading every letter was per-
ceived separately, ca.-oo Cattell' s1 eJ<POriments at Leipsic about 1885, 
attempting to determine what happens during the fixation pause in read-
ing. Cattell discovered after a gr:-eat number and variety of exposure 
methods that whon single words were exposed, they were recognized as 
quickly as single letters, also that long words required only one thous-
andth of a second more than short words . ords when ccnbined into sen-
tonces were perceived and read twice as rapidly as isolated ones . ~fhen 
correlated letters or words were read as quickly as possible, he found 
that the reading w-as abou.t twice as slow as when they ware combined :hto 
words or sentences. He found letters were more difficult to grasp than 
numbers, ovary combination of numbers making a number that gives "sense". 
He concluded that, "we road in word-wholes and even, sometiroos 
in phrases or sentence wholes, and not by letters . 11 
Cattell2 in ma.ld.ng extensive experixoonts with the tachistoscope, 
found that the process of seeing and nami...Tlg letters overlapped and that 
while the subject sees one letter he l::egins to see the other, so he can 
read more quickly. 
Credit toon goes to Cattell for having been the first to deter-
mine that the eye is capable of perceiving several letters and words at 
one tir..o. 
1
eattell, J . HcKeen, "Too Inertia of the Eye ahd Brain, " Brain, 8: 295-312; 
1885. 
2 Cattell, J . l·tcKeen, ''The Titna It Takes to See and Name Objects," }lind, 
11:63-65; January 1886. -
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Following Cattell's work caoe several investigations of the re-
actions to quick exposures of reading matter , 
. 1 
Pillsbury too, supported this theocy that the letters or letter 
co::tbinations which f0r1n the first part of words are the determining ones 
in correct reco~nition. 
Griffing2 made one of the first attempts to relate his studies 
of perception to the age and developoont of the observer . He tested 
prima.ry, high school and college students in groups, using the tachis-
toscopic method. 
He concluded that a1 though letter co:ubinations did not r.ake 
"sense" they were seen as a unit and then analyzed. He l-IaS also interested 
in attempting to gain information concerning the de velopment of volun-
tary attention upon which perception depends . He founi that the nUI:lbor 
of letters perceived doubtless depends upon the degree of attention, al-
though it is also dependent on the readiness with which the attention is 
fixed, at tho time of perception. 
Dearborn 1 s3 extensive study of 1905 on oyo movements have con-
elusions agr-eeing with those of Cattell and other early pioneers . He con-
1Pillsbury, \-Talter B. , "A Study in Apperception," American Journal of 
Psyyhologz, 8t315-393; 1897. 
2Grif.fing, Harold, "On the Developnent of Visual Perception and Attention", 
American JourruU. of Psychology, 7:227- 236; 1896. 
3nearborn, Walter F. , "The Psychology- of Reading", Columbia University 
Contributions to Philosop& and Psyqholocy, 14:51; !~arch 1906. 
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eludes: "That words ar~ perceived ac w;1dles end not. ::.ucccssivcly by 
letters ••• " flLctters £L'"l:! words freqoontly and rc{;.llla.rly found tot,rcthcr 
tend ·to be for:mJ by long association i..: to one co:nplcx uholc for which 
certain ele.ncnts arc then selected as cues . " 
l'hc1·c!'ore unfm!Iilia:r rrords llD.lSt be soon se:parately u."'llcso helped 
out -o.J i=oodiatc context. His investigations shO"'.i there is a signi.fi-
ca.nt d:i.i'forence bet:,::ecn good a.... . d bac! rea<lcrs lith regard to the nan11er 
in w.rl.ch printed wo:·ci.s arc c!isccr. _c: . A poor rcacier notices parts of 
the wordo, viio.ich, according to Dearborn, have to be co:-.binccl before the 
lfOrd ra.ay be recognized as a ";hole . Good rea<1crEJ, ho~rever , ha7e the 
ability to recognize words az wholes, and ofoon to eo.:nbine them into 
phrases . 
In a11 expcri:~ntal stur.y on tOO eye-voice .opan Bu::nroll1 .:.'ound 
evidence sho~f.tr~ that a uide ey~-voicc s~~n ~c characteristic of rapid 
reader.J and also correlates with good rcadi..YJ.g • 
• 
Invcstigat~ons in the speed of recognition by :i3umroll have ahoom 
that a spoon of .fixation of ... ro. fivt. to :r.-"'= t1:enty- fiftha o£ a second 
satisfies t~1e de:ma.n:!s of !l.:lturity in rca<l:L'13 . 
Heek2 reported that tr..s est.abliE.i!t:l.ont of ~,arious paJ.~eeptUal 
h!lbi·cs dotcrcincd the perceiver •s ability for word recogniti on elltploy-
ing length, cor..fi£,ilration a.."ld other distinctive features . Thuo tl.a 
1 Etmwll, Guy T. , "An Experimental study of tho Bye-Voice Span in Read-
in_;, 3uEglen-.c~tary FAlucational l!onogz:a,ehs , 17:53-62; Chicago: Uni-
·.rcrait.:• o1 dti.cago, ,i~ceraber 1920. 
2 I:eok, Lois, ttA Stuciy of ~arning and F.etention in Yolll'lg Children, 
Tca.coors Collee;e Contributions to Education, No. l64, Bureau of Publica-
tions, Teachers COllege, Coiu..;bia Univer sity, 1925. 
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efficiency of word perception is contingent on the powr to pick out word 
peculiarities for aid in recognition, the particular feature used for 
identification often varying. 
Sisson1 states that rate and comprehension should not be regarded 
separately but as two aspects of the reading process . He discerns that 
reading ability as measured by speed ru1d comprehension is not as primarily 
determined by eye movement habits as by other factors . 
Sisson2 ascertains "A change in rate is accompanied by a change 
in comprehension, other things being equal; ~"ld any variation in the de-
mands put upon the co:nprehending process is reflected in tho rate . 11 
lith reference to the evident need of trai..1'ling in word recogni-
3 
tion, Durrell C3lls attention to the fact that the difficulties with in-
dividual words co:Iposes a priz:le handicap to poor readers . The situation 
beco:nes even more seriou..«J in the intermed.iato grades especially t o slow or 
even average learners . 
Durrell and Sullivan4 verify the fact that vocabulary instruction 
alone does not insure sufficient progress in interzoodiate grade reading 
ability. They also uphold the necessity of adequate attention to co:tpre-
hension along with vocabulary introductiol1. 
1 Sisson, Donald E. , 11Tha Role of Habit in Eye liovements in Reading, 11 
Psycholog;tcal Record, 11;159-167; AUbtUSt 19)7 . 
2 Sisson, Donald E. , "The Causes of Sloll Reading: An A.."'lalysis ," Journal of 
Educational Psycholog.y, 30:207; March 1939 . 
3 Durrell, D. D. , Iffii>rovement of Basic Reading Abllitie~, Wo:-ld Book Co. , 
Yonkers- On- Hudson: 162; 1940. 
4 Durroll, D. D., and Sullivan, H. B., ''Vocabulary Instruction in tho 
Intermediate Grades, 11 Elementary English ReView, 15:138-146; April 1938. 
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Sachs1 finds the reading method of improving vocabulary magar and 
advocates studies be made for comparison. 
Lowry2 finds timed exercises to increase word perception speed a 
desirable and effective device . 
Eames3 reveals the varyiug degrees of speed needed by ct.ild:':'en 
for word recognition. H3 shows the importance of visual perception train-
ing of indiv.i.<Jual nords for increasing speed of reading rather than the 
prevalent ertphasis on phrase reading. 
Using a new ~thocl for increasing the sizo of r~ading fiY~tions, 
Dearborn and Andorsor.L ca:ne to the follow.L'lg ccnclusiom "Tha failure of 
the more usual tachistoscopic techniques to show a significantly high re-
lationship beti¥een the tachistoscopic and the reading span is due probably 
to the fact that the rn:-3 parception of isolated words or of short phrases 
is not suf~iciently comparable to the praces~ of norr.-.al read:lng 11 • They 
discerncci. therefore tho i."llpOrtnncc of no.ldng tachistoscopic technique e. 
part of the regular reading procedure instead or isolated features . 
Taylor,5 usi~~ a consecutive phrase t~chis~oscopic methau for in-
creaaing speed of reading phl·ases :or hio experimental group and ~o-
1 Sacr~ , H. J . , 11The Reading Nethod of Acquiring Vocabulary, 11 Journal of 
Educatior..el "">esen.rch, 36:457-464; Fcb:-uary 1943. 
2 Lowry, !!. , Jtimprov:tng the I.ec:-..anics of Rcadinc," E:tementary School 
Journals , 32:36; January 1932. 
3 Eames, Tho.1l:ls H. , "A Study of the Speed of \~ord Recot,'Ilition, 11 Journal 
of ?.duc3.tional ~cacarch, 28:181-187; November 1937. 
4 Dearborn, W. F. , and Anderson, I . H. , "A New Method for Increasing the 
Size of Reading Fixations, " Psychological Record, 28:459-475; Dec . 1937. 
5 Taylor, E. A., Controlled Readi11fj, University of Chicago Preas, Chicago, 
1937 . 
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graphed sheet reading for his control group displayed ereater gains for 
the control grou,. 
1 Cason reports no :ixlportant differences between th- expcrL"lleflta.l 
groups having opportunity for special practice in reading phrases and for 
eye movemont traininr; and the control groups spending lihc sar.ts a ount of 
timo in free library·reading. However, t.'lc phr<!::>a rcaditlg tra.ini.ne -wnded 
to shoa various outco.-.cs on the govd, medi'l:.l, a.'1d poor readers . 
~en2 regards the recognition of worns speedily of great import-
ance in rea~.ing. Recognizing intermediate grade pupils 1 reading dif.fi .. 
culties he deducts that this is . e i:.o silent ~ eading assignsoonts preva ... 
lent durinz these g!'adcs which take the plnce or oral reading psriods 
With the teacher . N:istakes are apt to go untended which is of special 
damage to poorer groups . A raco~ndation is l:lade for increased individual 
reading aid. 
Recen~ investigations indicate that the reader who takes in more 
words in a single fixation unueratands more rapidly; ho~ver, Lachistoscopic 
training should be acc~nied by comprehenstc~. 
Rensha; believes that :r.:.cient sight requires training just as 
other sk:Uls do. Training, he feels , ;r.i.ll elimina.oo :roor and inefficient 
seeing . Through experitlent;ation he has found that flash t.ecimiques il:t-
prcve conprehens.:.on alotlg with rate of reading. 
1 
cason, Eloioe B. , 11Hechanical l~thods for Increasing Speed of Reading; 
'~.n f ... -q>orilllanta1 ~tudy at the T'nird Grade Level , " Vc:>ntributions to Educa-
tion1 No . 878~ Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia Univer-
sity, 1943 . 
2 Elc:les , Tbo:-n:J II. , 11The Spaed o: Object Recognition arrl or Ol"d Recogni-
tion in GrOU?G of Passing and Failing Pupils, ' Journal of Educational 
?sychologr, 38:119-1~2; ~:bruary 1917. 
3 ~haw~ Samuel, 11See~ As a.. Habit, 11 Paychol ou o£ Vision, 1:3; Feb.J.940. 
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Renohaw, 1 experimenting in tho field of visual perceptions, 
states that '~sual proficiency in seeing forms , sizes, positionD, dis-
tances, etc., nny be increased by tachistoscopic metho:io" . He pointed 
out that the limits of improvement fran training have not been deter-
mined; however ''the control of motivation and the active restructuring of 
the visual field by the perceiver soeo to sot the limits of improvement 
through training". Data is presented based on experiloonts with adult sub-
jects showing the effect of tachistoscopic trai.ning in speed and CCT.:I.prC -
hension in silent reading. As a result of axporimonts with 100 first 
grade children, Renchav reported the effect of tachistoscopic training on 
progress in learning to read as "enlarging form fields, in the vertical 
as well as the horizontal meridians and assisting in the reduction of 
myopia. '' 
Ha.cLatchey2 reports on her experi."'Ont with beginn:ing reading uaing 
RenBhaw's data. About fourteen school months were devoted to reading 
solely in its visual sense without auditory training; the children de-
pendent upon letter characteristics and the like f or word identification. 
The resulting high scores appear at least in part, duo to tho visual- form 
training. 
3 Thurstom contends, "Reading is primarily a perceptual function 
1 Renshaw, Samuel, "The Visual Porcoption and Reproduction of Forms by 
Tachistoscopic Hethods.," Jom-na.l of Pszcho1og.y, 22:217-232; October 194.5'. 
2 
.. ·:S.cLatchey, Josephine H., "Bexley Reading Study, 11 Educational Rosoarch 
Bulletin, 25:142; September 1946. 
3 'l'hurstone, Louis L . , "Factor lal Study of Perception, " 128-130; The 
University of <m.cago Press, 1944. -
-#--
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in which the subject ::..a.lres associations quickly with rapidly changing 
visual stimuli" . F.is data showed that fast readers wore quicker in 
identifying dotted outlines, have a higher flicker-fusion rate , are form 
dominant and make their decisions quicker in color- form sorting, are 
better in object judgpJ.ents, and are superior in vorbal , number, tvord 
fluency factors, and the reasoning factor . On the. other hand, the fast 
readers w"'el'C poorer in sensory judgments and in discovering tha hidden 
digits . The findings were sufficientl y promising to justifY Thurstonc 
in encouraging further research in this area. . 
Stroud1 basing conclusions on scores made by 570 pupils in 
Grades IV, V, and Vi, on the Chap:na.n Cool-;: Speed of Reading Test and on 
six tests of visual perception.t found that rate of V'isua.l perception 
definitel y influenced rate of reading. Stroud emphasized tho ii:Iportance 
of the identification of factors that contribute to such differences . 
His findings corroborate others and indicate that arry retardi.ng 
effect that might have been associated with th3se factors at an earlier 
age could have been overcome at a later tL~ . 
Sutherland~ in order to determine the role of perceptual span 
carriod on an experiment with college students to determine "the effect 
of training in perc~ptual span on rate of reading and on rate of per-
ception. " The results indicated "that training directed at the improve-
mont of perceptual span and which acco:n:plishes this end ma.y also improve 
1 Stroud, J . B. , ''Rate of Visual Perception as a Factor in Rate of Read-
ing , " Journal of Educational Pmhology. 36z487- 498; 1Jovember 1945. 
2 Sutherland, Jean, 11Tho Relationship Betweon Perceptual Span and Rate or 
Reading, 11 Journal of Zducational P~chologz, 37:373-380; September 1946. 
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rate of reading and rat0 of perception. tt The p<;>int n"aS made, that the 
stuay did not conclusively determine "the effect or training in per~ 
ceptual span upon bzprovability in reading rate by direct instruction. " 
Potter,1 analyzes test results of a first grade study to estab-
lish tho degree of relation bettmen visual perception errors am reading 
success for beginners. '1'he inveatiea,tion unearthed the evidence that 
error patterns for good and poor readers showed significant dif'foronces, 
and that the latter wro prone to make the Ba.!:X) type of errors in both 
reading and matching. 
Potter concludes that "i£ children are to improve in their 
ability to discriminate between confusingly ai:clilar words they require 
ao100 bllidance in observation which will cause then to note details in 
the sequence pattern. " 
Investigators have found certain physical factors affecting the 
speed of reading. 
Investigations ~ LaGrone and Barratt2disclosed positive rela-
tionships betlroen the accuracy of visual perception and intellectual 
abilities of right- harxled subjects . Thus their concluaions were "that 
perceptual responses are thus not explicable solely on the basis of 
1 Potter, i~uriel c., ''Perception of Sy-Jlibol Orientation ahd Early Reading 
Success," . Teachers Colleee Con ributions to 3ducation, No. 939, Bureau 
of Publica~ions , Tcahhers COfiege, Co1Umbi& UniversitY, 1949. 
2 LaGrone, c. . and Darratt, E. s. , 11Accuracy of Perception in Peri-
pheral Vision in Relation to Intellectaal Abilities Among Subjects 
Selected On the B!.sis of Dcxtrali ty, " Journal of Psychology, 28: 2.55-
264; October 1949. 
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habitual tendencies or sets acquired as the result of experience w.t th 
reading. " 
l Paterson and TixU~r reporting the results of eight studios to 
deter::rl.ne i.nO.uanco on perceptual. span of variations in type form, type 
faces, size or typo, type a.rrnngemont and typo color, conclude that 
11tyjlographical va..'""iation frequently is an i.!:Iportant detcrm.ina.nt of per-
ceptual apan. " 
2 
Tin.~r investigating tha effect of marginal eorrli tioi"..s upon rate 
of perccptio::1 in reading, used the cumul.dtive cffQot of three marginal 
conditioruJ (illum:i.nation intensity, typo f'on, type si~o) upon rate of 
reading. Tinker conducted a controlled e:xperiamt including 83 6Uhjects 
in each group . His conclusions were that certain co"i.binations "operat-
in.1 together produced a mrkedly non- optional Visual task" and that "it 
is important not to e'!Iploy ca.rD-naJ. levels of illumination. " 
Duswell3 presents the prel:Jiso that reading at its most effective 
level involves the direct association of symbol and ~aning without the 
accocya.n:iJil:mt or sub-vocalization. 
So:'!lO invostigatora feel c::totions speed up or slow down reading 
speed depending on the reader 1 s acceptance or rejection of certain 
symbols . 
1 Paterson, Donald G., and T-lnl:er, I:iles A., "The Effect of Typograp~ 
upon the Perceptual Sp.-m in Reading, tt Az":Drican Journal of Psychology, 
60:388-396; July 1947. 
2 Tinter, Miles A., 11Cumulativc ~ffect of l'JD.rgiml Conditions Upon Rate 
of Perception in P.eadi1131 11 Journal of Applied Ps;ycholofll, 32:537-540; 
October 1948. 
3 Buswell, G. T. , 11Percoptua.l Research and I-~thod.s of Learning, " !!:!! 
Scientific .Hontbly, 64:521-526; June 1947. 
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In cOIJparing the effect on perceptual organization of syt:lbols of 
positive, negative , and neutral value, Bruner and Post:wl decided that 
wbat is perceived 11reficcts the predispositions, goal.s,and striVingS or 
too orga.nimn at the moment of perceiving. " In order to prove this, an 
experiment using a dollar sign as positive value, a s1mstika as negative 
value , and a cross within a square for noutral value was made . They 
asSlllOOd that the signa with positive and negative vnloos would produce 
pcrccpt'lllll accentuation, and would appear larger than their norml size . 
The results indicated that vhet is 11important" to the subject looms 
''larger in perception. 11 Again that which is desired or fulfills a need" 
tends to be emphasized in perception through mgnification. u Moro ex .. 
porimontation is needed to discover whether this is also true of words 
which represent negative or positive values to the reader. That the sig-
nificance of the symbol to the learner affects ease of retention is 
shotm by the fact that "a strongly rojected negative stil:mlus uas re-
tained better than a mildl.y accepted positive ona . " 
Although most research people feel a normal school reading situa-
tion is an adequate environment for increasing speed of reading, sane ad-
vocate specialized training . 
Root and Root2 report the effect of tachistoscopic training on 
twl vo sixth- graders, uho were 11sl0\1, inadoquato readers", concluding 
1 BrUil9r, Jercr.oo s. , and Po:Jtrr.an, Leo, "Symbolic Value as a.n Orcanizing 
Facto::- in Perception, 11 ~~ of Social P!>7cholog;;-, 27; ~~ol4.1 Half: 
203-208; !~y 1948. 
2 
Root, F. H. , and P-<>o c., D. 0., "Tac~etoscopic Training in Schools, " 
Visucl. D-lgcct, 12;1C- 21; Sr.ring 1948. 
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r..at a '~visual traitli.ne progra'!l can !'lore effecti voly be ad"!inistered in 
a professional office b,y a vision specialist than in the average school 
environment. " 
Dua to fla.s~ter experiments with collogo freshmen of poor 
1 
reading ability, Freeburne decided: "Significant gltins in reading per-
fori!"..ance do follow .flasht:Jeter training . n 
Olock2 reports the findings of a study on the college level on 
the effect of each o£ tuo controlled reading practice techniques and un-
controlled reading without me chanica+ reading controls . All the throe 
methods resulted in improvement . Glock states, "Tho efficiency of the 
method varied with the criterion and teacher used . 11 Tm roeul ts did not 
reveal "that techniques designed specifically to train oye moveronts are 
generally more effective 'than other nethods employed. " However, it was 
substantiated that controlled eye movement practice was influential in 
the improvement of the speed of reading c~~rehension. 
There has been much controversy regarding mechanical devices for 
the improvenent of readine l-Jith many feeling that their benefits have 
been overrated . 
Comparing the improvement among a college group of control 
students and those using four methods of increasing tba speed of reading, 
1 Freeburne, Cecil !!ax, 11'i'he Ini'luenco of Training in Perceptual Span and 
Percep·t;uaJ. Speed Upon Reading Ability, 11 Journal of Educa.tioml Psz-
cholo:>i' , 40:.321- 3h7; Ooto::..Cr 1949. 
2 Glock, li. D. , 11T'he Effect Upon Eye Hovemnts and Rending Rate at too 
CollcE;o Level o.r 'l'h-'"'Oe I:Cthods of T:..·a.ining1 " Journal of :t.duco.tional. 
Psycholog, 40:93-106; February 19h9. 
-16.. 
1 Henry ::md Laver noted substanti~l gains for the c:q>erinental ~oup even 
after retesting . Thej- decided that !D.Otivo.tion and actual study environ-
ment pl.nj't)d a do ... li.n.:lnt role 1iliile mcha."'.ical. devices :;ere perhaps e;reatly 
ovc...">"Tated as aids to speed. 
Lerris2 investieatcd two uethods for iuprovlng reading speed 
a.:no:ng adults; one using :oo clwrl.caJ. ~ar..s to improve e~ movcmonts, the 
other concerned with :U.tprove:.Yd:L::~ of comprehension. 5t'UCl3l.ne the results, 
he felt that t.:c latter .:2thod. rrlt:1 tre addition or sa.roo mechanical de-
vices ws superior to the solo usc of ttechanical met.~ods :for :l~J:Prover.lent 
of reading speed. 
Among Herbert 's3 result.s on hi::; study of word perception in the 
upper {;!'ados a:-c: 11T.he ability to recognize words at the exposure speeds 
used 5.n tho cxpo.c.:L~tlt see.ncd to depend upon the subjoc·t; 'a reading ability 
and his pl~cnous experience 'With Ulo "Word. All divisions did relatively 
t--oll at exposll!'e speeds up to . lG second; bet<,mcn .16 second and . 03 
second tl~rc w-as a sharp daclino in perfornancc ~ Tr-..e corrclal;.ion be-
tiJOen general reading ability and perception of individual words yielded 
the coefficient .52." 
1 Henry, L. K., and Laver, A. R., "A Co.a.parison of Four l~thods of In-
creasing tl".c P.eading Speed of College Students, 11 Proccedine;s of too 
Iowa Academz of Sciences, 46:273-276; 1939. 
2 Lewis, Norrlail, "An Investigat:iDn into Comparable Results Obtained from 
Two l!ethods of Increasing Heading Speed Ar.long Adulto J~ :t Coll.e~e, 2nglish, 
ll :1;52-156¢ fucember 1949. 
3 trorbert, Dudley, ''Word Per caption in the Upper G:r ados . Unpublished 
laster ' s Thesis, Boston Univcrsi ty School of Education, 1939. 
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Smith1 dev~loped an~ evaluated a quick percepc:i.o:1 IOOthod using 
words common to the Durrell Pr:L..'1a.r"J' Remedial Vocabulary and the Gatos 
Hubar vocabul:l...-y for . the first grade . Gains uora shown by both groups; 
houever, tho e~eri.100nta 1 group 's e3.ins wore significant in rate of read-
L~ and visual porcsption, 
1-;:riorano, 2 ovnl.u.:ltcd the effect. of a cy-::;tcmtic review of VOC<lb\1.. 
l<1ry from too Scott ForcmM-'1 pri!OOr . '!Jn gen~ral., in cl.l ~aes at the 
bebinn:ing of the c:,:pcrin:cnt too coxitt•ol group \i-as supctior anti at· tho end 
the oxpe7 .... mntal g:-oup m.s superior. " 
Prario3 demonstrated in her study thnt beginning tcachin'"'" eooa 
not require quick perception, although it seemed this rethod. used "h'ith 
now vocabulary did increase fluency of oral reading. 
l 
S:-t:i.th, Geraldine F., ''Devclop:::!Cnt and Eval.ua.tion of a Quick Perception 
;;ethod. ..; n fug"' reti..'".Q Reading. " Unpublished !!a.ste::- ' s Thesis , Boston 
University School of Educa-tion, l91A . 
2 p Haio.reno, D. I ., 11An Evaluation of a Quick erception ~.r.ethod for Sye ... 
tematic .1onc.l on PrirJer Vocabul.c..7. rr Unpuhlishod . .astor ' s Thesis, 
Boston Unh'"0rsi:..y School of Education, 194.5. 
3 Prario, "·· s., 1'An l!.'valuation of a Quick Perception lrethod for System-
atic Review on Primer Vocabulary. " Unpublished Laster ' s Thesis, Doston 
Uni."TCrsit~· School o£ Edu.cation, 1945. 
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CHAPTER n 
PROCEDUP.E AliD GENERAL ru.:r 
~---
General Plnn of the E:cPor:tment 
This experiment deals v.i.th tachistoscopic lessons in words and 
phrases ·ui th meaning aosociation to dctcrmino whether thia tcchniquo 
accelerates a 
1 . rapid word rccogni tion 
2. SJ>Ged of phrase rccogni tion 
3. speed in reading 
4. accuracy in reading 
rlaterials Used in the ~rirent 
Quick-Flash Device . 
Tho lantern slide mo. chine vi th tiloo or exposure controlled by a 
shutter was uood as the tachistoscopic mthod of presantation. Tm 
speeds used t-mre: t:i.roo , 1/2, 1/5, 1/10, and 1/25 of a second. 
Lantern Slidea. 
T'hB w rds and phrases were typed on amber cellophane 3- 3/4" x 311 
backed on both sides by red carbon. The cellopr.am was inserted between 
glass plates vhich were than hinged with bla.ck tape; but with three 
sides unfastened to allow daily changing of cellophane slides . 
Sc_l'"Con. 
A "Britelite Truvieion" (beaded) portable projection screen 48" x 
36 tt vm.s used. 
The screen was put ~bout seven feet a\m.y from the first rcrri' and 
l-IaS not more than tr.-anty-ei~ht feet from the last rm1. It 1-ms slightly 
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above eye level and the words were flashed in tho same position on the 
screen each day. 
Vocabulary. 
The aim of the experiment being to increase speed in reading, a 
revieu vocabulary was chosen. The vocabulary was selected from the 
Boston University Fourth Grade Reading Clinic List and the Durrell-
Sullivan Fourth Grade Remedial Reading Vocabulary List. 
The words were arrang~d in categories; the number of words in 
the beginning categories were from ten words gradually increased to the 
~ of twenty words Qy the eighth lesson. 
One fifth of the words used in the daily' lessons were incorpor-
ated into the two silent reading tests constructed by the writer. 
Tests 
===I -
A total of 500 different words uere used in the daily lessons . 
1 . The Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Tests were given to both 
groups . 
2. The Gates Reading Survey Tests, Forms I and II vere given at 
the beginning and the end of the experiment to both the ex-
perimental and the control groups . Form I and n tests ware 
used alternately in each group so that one ... half bad one form, 
and the other half the second £~. 
3. Silent Reading Tests, Form I and II constructed by the m-i tor 
wore administered in a fashion similar to the Gates Reading 
Survey Tests . 
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Selection of pupils 
Ti-e children selected for tm eA-perimcntal group ca:::oo from the 
fourth and fifth grades of the writer 1s school. The children in the con-
trol group were fourth and fifth graders fro111 two schools in an adjoin-
ing town. Seventy- five children were chosen for each group. The ob-
tained intelligence quotients, chronological ages, standardized reading 
achieve~nt tests, informal silent reading tests, educational facilities , 
and socio-economic factors ware the bases for selection. 
Method of Procedure 
Introduction. 
Dxperi.r.¥;)ntal Group 
Words will belong to either of two categories . 
First Flash (open bulb) 
Presentation of words for oral response and comprehen8ion. 
Second F'lash 
Flash wards again for rapid oral response . 
Third Flash 
Flash words for rapid perception; child uses written 
response (rexographed sheets listing two, categories) and 
underlines correct category each word is in. 
Words ~~e flashed on the screen followed by oral and written 
response . Although the rate of perception was slow at first, the speod 
gradually increased fro~ 1/2 sccon~ to 1 25th of a second for words and 
phrases . 
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Control Grou_I? 
These children ware handled by their teachers in their regular 
reading periods . 
Time of Experiment 
The experint'3nt started 1-r.a.rch 6 and ended 30 lessons later on 
April 14th. 
Each day a fifteen n:inute period was allotted for tachistoscopic 
training . Due to the fact that so many participated in the experimental 
group, they vera divided into four sections fran 9:00 to 10:00 each morn-
ir.g. 
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CHAPI'ER Ill 
'I 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
,I 
-= ---=----
- ---=---=---
Group 
Exper . 
Control 
TABLE I 
OOilPA..'iiSON OF EXFERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUP 
ON CHRONOLOGICAL AGES {Dl !{ONTHS) 
No. l-1ean S.D. s.E. Diff . s.E. 
! • 1.. 
15 120.0 10.05 1.16 
4 . 20 1 .45 
15 124. 2 8. 95 1 .03 
C.R. 
2. 89 
The difference in the JOOan chronological age between the two 
groups is 4. 20. Tho control group has a slight advantage over the ex-
perir:Jental group in a ge as indicated by tho critical ratio of 2. 89. 
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Group 
Exper . 
Control 
TABLE II 
CC1PA?.ISCI; OF EXPeEDlEtlTAL Al!D CONTROL GROUP ON 
KUHLM:UIN-AliDERSON DERIVED IN'l'EIJ..IGENCE TEST 
Uo . J.ban S.D. s.E. Dii'f . S.E. 
1:. 1-1 . Diff. 
15 101. 80 11.65 1 . 35 
4 .20 1 .67 
75 106 8. 45 . 96 
C. R. 
2.51 
Table II is a comparison of the intelligence ratios of both 
groups . Tho experimental group achieved a mean score of 101. 80 Intelli-
gence Ratio . The control group achieved a mean score of 106. The 
critical ratio of 2.51 though in favor of the experig:)ntal group. is not 
significant . 
TABLE lli 
OOl:PA."tiSDr; OF DITTIAL • liD FINAL TEST ON GATBS RZADINO 
SURVEY, FOnH I AND n , EXPERD::EliTAL G.ltOUP. 
Group Fo:"!11 No. !~ s.n. s.-e. Diff. s.z. C.R. 
M. ~f Dii'f. .. . 
Exp. Initial 75 5 . :31 1. 21 • 14 
.44 . 20 ?. 2 
Exp. Final 75 5.75 1.29 .15 
Table TT! sho1zs that on the initial test, the expcri.Ir.ental group 
made a. man reading grade of 5 . Jl as co!.lpared with 5.15 on the final 
test. A gain o.r .44 of a ycCJr was made . A critical ratio of 2. 2 indi-
cates this is not significant . 
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II 
I 
TABLE IV 
COHPARISON OF DTITIAL AND FINAL TEST ON GATES READING SURVEY 
."'OID. I AUD T_ - UNTROL GROUP 
Group Test No . !!can S.D. SE Diff. S.E. C.R. • • 
1-!. H. Di.fr. 
Control Initial 7~ .... 5.1--- 1 .14 .13 
.38 .18 2.ll 
Control ~'inal 15 5.48 1 . 08 .12 
Table IV co!ll.p3ros the initial and final sllent reading achieve-
mnts tests for the control group. A :mean gain of .38 jtear is noted. 
The critical ratio of 2.11 is not significant . 
TABLE V 
OOMPARISOU OF EXPERI!1ENTAL AND CONTROL GROUP - DIITIAL TEST 
OU GATES F~..:u~-1:~JG Su'RVEY - FOr:t.! I 1JID II 
Group Tea~ Uo. J.!ean S.D. s.E. Dif4> ... . s.E. C.R. 
H. ~~ . Dif'f. 
Exp. Initial 15 5.32 1 . 21 . 14 
-
. 22 .19 1 .16 
Control Initial 15 5 .10 1.14 .13 
Table V co:nparcs the results of the Gates Reading Survey Tests 
of both groups . The rooan reading grade for the experimental group iB 
5.32 as compared 'trdth .5,10 far the control group. J.'he critical ratio of 
1 .16 signifies that there is no signifi cant difference in reading 
achievement between the experimental and control groups . 
TABLE VI 
COHPARISON OF EXPERTI1ENTAL Alill COUTROL GROUP - FINAL TEST ON 
GATES P.E.Jillii:G SURVEY - FC?JIS ::: Mill II 
oup i'e::.;t !To. .Jean s.n. s.E. Diff. S.E. c.R. 
!1. N • Diff. 
Exp . Final 75 5.75 1 . 29 • 15 
.27 .19 1 .4t: 
Contro l''inal 75 5 . 48 1 .08 .12 
Table V! CO:J!pares the results in the final testing on the Gates 
Readine Sm~y Tests . The :;wan reading gaiu tm.s in favor of the oxperi-
mGntal group. Tile crii:.ical ratio of 1 . 42 indicates this gain was not 
significant . 
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'l' J VII 
OOHPAJUSO!l Ov DU'i'!AL A1ID ':EST SC tiES O!l sr.t.Slrl' RI!.U>TID 
TESTS ... FG5I ! rPEP.".V:l::!:Tf.L CffiOUP 
--
=-~ Teet, no. l S.D. c. >1.!'~ s.E. c.~. \.J . .... . ... . 
' 1' h . n. £. 
... ~,. In:i_4-,inl 7$ 32.65 • • )6!~ . ~ 
-
2.70 l . 2L 2.lS 
:p. Final ........ t !:> 35.35 ?.Blo .90 
--
able VII c~ .s t ~ initial o.nd r· 
o!' 35.35 in ~ fin. test. 
COilPAR.!SO!l OF nttTIA.t A!:ID FIIW. Tw'T SCOP:tS OU SII.Etn' ttF.rADING 
TEST ... :ro?.l~ I llliD I! ... OOlJi'RCL G.?.OUP 
Groop To at llo. : 'na_"l "" , -.) . -.of . t"! I;' ....,. • ...J. . -·I':'~ c: r;o C.R. V'".~..J.- • ..... . ... . 
i. . .. . Diff. 
Contro.l InitiAl 15 33.35 6.65 '(0 . " 
..... til! ... l'l: ~ ... ..... .,." .. 'n'SIIi(IIIJ' ................... • f>O 1.11 $4 
Control F:i.nal 75 33 .9:5 6.75 .?e 
... b1c V:W:! co~l3S t!10 control ~Oll~ 1s initial ~ !ir..:ll test 
scores on too sil.ent road.ing test . On too initial teet tho ~an ocoro 
wno 33.35 ~ c~o1 ilith 33.95 on too f:i.nL1.1 wst. '1'1¥) critical. 
TABLE IX 
OO!·lPARISOU OF EXPERD·SNTAL AND COUTROL GROUP - DITTIAL TEST 
ON SILElfr READING - FORM I AND II 
Group Test No. l~an s.n. s.E. Diff. S.E. 
!~ . . .. Dif'£. 
Exp. Initial 75 32.65 1.365 • 84 
.70 1.15 
Cont,rol Initial 75 33•35 6.85 .79 
C.R. 
.61 
Table !X iG a ccsparioon of tho results made by both 
groups on the ini tiu silent read:i.ng test. The control grou:> moan of 
33 .35 is slightly superior to the cxperi.~ntal group mean of 32.65. 
l'h.a critical ratio o£ .61 indicates this is not significant . 
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TA!l.E X 
COI..PARISON OF EIPERIME!fl'AL AND COtrl'ROL GROUP - FTI!AL T.CST ON 
SILENT READiliG - FOR!1S ! A!ID n 
Group Test No. l~an S.D. S.E. Diff. s.E. C.R. 
l!. H. Dit£. 
Exp . FJnal 75 35!'3 7.81. . 90 
1 .3 1 .19 1 .09 
Co~tro1 Final 15 34.0 6.75 . 78 
7~b1e X compares the tlro groups on the final silent reading 
testa and show a !:lean gain of 1 .3 in favor of the oxperimontal group. 
The critical ratio of 1 .09 indicatoa this bain is not significant. 
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TA.13LE XI 
OO}:PARISOU OF THE GADlS n~ Tll!E l.JA.m BY THE EXPERIUElrrAL GROUP 
ON THE SILENT READDlG TEST 
EXPEP.IHENTAL GROUP 
Group Test No. ¥..ean S.D. C" "? '-' • ...J • Di.ff. S.E. C.R. 
. . H. Di££ • 
Exp. TnitiaJ. 75 21.95 8.15 .94 
6 .1J! 1.06 $.97 
&:p. Vinal 75 15.5 lt .610 .53 
Table XI s a comparison of the gains in tiro rode by the cx-
perL'"lenta.l group on the ini ti.e.l and final teots • l'he difference of 
the 100an gain :in tim on both tests was 6.45. The critical ratio of 
5.91 shows this is a aicnificant gain. 
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TA.m.E XII 
OOMPA..ttiSON OF THb GADiS DT TD!E P.ADE BY Tim COlfflWL GROUP ON 
TEE SJLIDiT P.EA.DING TEST 
CO .. il'aCIL GROUP 
Group Test No. }~an S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
H • l l . Dlff. 
Control Initial 75 22.7 7.0 • 85 
1. 7 1.13 1.5 
Control Fin.:ll p(5 21. 0 6.5 .75 
Table >.r: cho~-r:; a compa.r4......son of ga:i.n.3 in tir..e made by the con-
trol group. Tho difference of the mean cain in t:i.mo on both tests was 
1 . 7. Tho criticnl r3tio of 1.5 indicates that this is not signifi-
cant. 
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TAUL!:i XIII 
OOHPARISON OF TI1B Tn!E CONSUl·!8D BY BOTH GROUPS OU TIIE sn.E~rr READ-
Tr.3T - TIITTIAL TEST 
li'ORUS I AliD II 
Gr~ Tost llo. • ~a.'1 S.D • S.E. Difi . s.r.. C.R. 
.. f 
... l .• !Y....f!'. 
-
Ex:p . +zti.tial 15 21 .9 8.15 .94 
.8 1.24 .64 
Control Fir.al . 75 22. 7 7.00 .81 
Table XIII is a co:nparison of tho ti.me usod by both groups on 
the initial Gil~nt readine test. The difference i.'1 th~ means i:l . 8. 
T"oo critical ratio of .6h ahows that this is not sigliifica.nt. 
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TABLE XIV 
OOHPARISON OF TIT;.' · ~ CONSU:IED BY BOTH GROUPS ON THE: SILENT 
!rf'ADDiG LEST - r'INAL TEST 
Grou, Test No . He an S.D. S.E. Diff. s.E. C.R. 
. J:. Difr • 
-. 
&p~ !t'ir.a.l 75 15.5 4.7 .5h 
;) .5 . 92 6.0 
Control F:Lna.l 15 21 . 0 6.; .75 
Table xrv sno~;s a c~aon 0~ t he t:i."'!le COI1SU:'!2ed by both 
groups on the .finc:.l ::;ilcnt readi.."lg test . A mean gain o£ ~ .5 m:i.''lutcs 
is noted in favor of the experimental group. The critical ratio of 
6 . 0 shows this to be a higr.J.y significant gain. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUNHARY Ar.."D CONCLUSIONS 
I! 
----
SU1~HARY AliD COUCLUSIONS 
Raviow of the Experiment 
This otudy was an attel:Ipt to devel op ani evaluate tachistos copic 
drlll of fourth grade basic reading vocabul.a.ry' with moaning o.sooci:ltion. 
vlords lrore scloctod fro:1 The Boston University Fourth Grado Reading 
Clinic List and the Durrell-Sullivan Fourth Grade Remodial Reading Vocabu-
lary List and arranged by categories . Uord:J and phra:Jca wore flaohed on 
the screen by means of a lantern slide projector. 
Seventy- i'ive children .frcm fourth and fifth grados were selected 
on the basis of ccononic and social background, intelligence quotient, 
chronological age, and acadc!!lic achievement, and controlled by an 
equated group of tho S2.!JO nu.;:jber . 
Tho experimental group l-JaS taught by means of a quick flash per-
ception JOOthod. The lessons averaged ten minutes a day for a six wok 
period . The number of words talron during that period tm.S 362. 
The control group was given tho regular reading progrnm. 
Teat3 wore given at the beginning and end of the expcrirJont to 
d.etemine mmther gailw wore nade in speed of reading, cccrprehension, 
and general reading ability. 
I . Conclusions . 
Test data have been anal.y-zed and the follatdng concluoions have been 
drawnt 
A. Gates P.eading Survey Test - Grades 3 to 10 - Forz:1 I and II. 
1 . In tho initial tost, the experimental and control groups were 
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foWld t-o be equated in rcad:i.Dg abill.ty. The critical; ~tio 
of 1 .16, thouzh in favor of the e.xper:i.n:cntal group, io not 
significant . 
2. In the final test, tho expar:tmonta.l group r.ade a rooan gain of 
.44 of a year as cor.u:pa.rcd with .38 for the control group. 
The critical ratios shou both gains not to be significant. ll 
co:n:parison of tho two groups, a critical ratio of 1 .42 indi-
cates that tho gain, though in favor of tha e:xperiu:mtal 
group 1 is not signif'ico.nt . 
B. SUont Reading Test - FOI'IIlS I and II. 
Cc:spa.rison of Raw Scores 
1 . In tho initial test, there was no sign:U'icant difference be-
tween the groups . The di!ferenoo of tho means of • 701 al-
though in favor of the control group, was not significant as 
indicated by the critical ratio of . 61. 
2. In the final test, there is still no significant diffcronco , 
although the experizoontal group shows a l!l08.Il c;ain of 2 . 70 as 
can.pa.red 'With the mean gain of .60 for the control group. In 
comparison of the two groupo, tho difference of the moans is 
1 .3 in favor of the cxperir:lental group. llouever tha crit-
ical ratio of 1 . 09 show that this is not significant. 
c. Silent P.eadi.ng Test - Forms I and n . 
Couzparison of Timo Consu:ood on the S:Uont Reading Test . 
1 . In the initial test there was no significant difference bo-
t'irocn the two groups in the tiloo used, as indicated b;y too 
-
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Ssrnpary 
---------
critical ratio of .64. 
2. In the final test, the experimental group made a very sig-
nii'icant man gain of 6.45 as indicated b.r tho critical ratio 
of 5. 97 . Tho control ' s oea.n gain of 1 . 7 wao not s ignificant 
as shown by the critical ratio of 1.5. In compari son of the 
time cons11r.10d by both Gl"OUp~, the critical ratio of 6 . 0 shows 
the gain in til':¥3 to be highly in favor of the experimental 
group. 
The use of the tachistoscopic mthod of presentation served aa a 
good motivati.'lS device for tho e.xporir.tcntal group, during the period of 
e.xPer:i.tlont.l.tion. 'l'he analysi:J of the data ahovmd the greatest gains in 
the experimental group to be in speed of reading with no statistically 
significant differences noted in COOlPI'abcnsion, vocabulary 1 or gonc::'al 
reading abilit;r. The control groups shm;ed no cignificant gains in any 
area. The children with high I .Q. 1s uho wre good readers made signifi-
cant ga.ins while the children with loti I .Q. ' s and poor reading abllity 
' made the fewest gains in this expcri!oont . 
-- J. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER Rl?SEARCH 
1 . To try the satX> expcr:il:xmt on a junior high or high school group. 
2. To r eveat tho exporiloont on a larger population. 
3. To repeat tho experiment using more voco.bulary for a longer 
period of time. 
4. To try a si."!lilar e>::pariment using ortl.y phrases . 
5. To try a similar experiroont using vocabulary pertaining to a 
particular subject. 
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APPIDIDIX 
-- -r----=-
J.Jethod of Procedure - 1.5' minutes ench day. 
Introduction 
1-lords w.Ul belong to either of two categories . 
First Flash 
Presentation of words for oral reapouse and comp...~hcnsion 
(Brief discussion of word • s rocan:ing if necessary. ) 
Second Flash 
Flash wor<k> again for rapid oral respome . 
Third Fla::;h 
Flash words for rapid pe~ception; child usos wri ttan response 
(rexocraphcd sheets listing two categories) and underlines 
correct category each wot"d is in. 
(If ti.me allows - review vords chUd.ren had difficulty t-dth.) 
Da.:Uy Less.ons. 
Follo-wi.ng is a copy of each day ' s lesson taken during the six tmok 
period. 
1st da:v; 1 s uor k 
(only 10 uords prosented) 
Usual 
everyday 
usually 
every 
regular 
Unusual 
curiosity 
extraordinary 
special 
lzynterics 
threat 
wondrous 
Feu 
couple 
twice 
IOOOH 
purr 
bleat 
buzz 
coo 
croak 
hiss 
hoot 
neigh 
2nd day' s work 
( liords increased to twelve) 
3rd day' s work 
Kuch 
-
fifty 
eighty 
ninety 
century· 
orom:l 
m:Ulion 
trel'.'lendous 
(words increased to fifteen) 
trumblc 
stutter 
sta.::ncr 
persuade 
chuckle 
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Calrlll.:y 
mekly 
accepted 
steady 
patted 
rotlJ{Ied 
4th day' s .work 
(15 words) 
5.th da.z1s work 
Review week 1 s words. 
sneerinzly 
violently 
harsh 
anger 
snarls 
fury 
thre.::ttcn 
enraged 
oo~ci teucnt 
Oral responoes for quick perception. 
Food 
-
huckleberry 
molasses 
apple sauce 
bacon 
butterr.rl.lk 
ccr~ 
6th da;z 1 s uor k 
(15 11ords) 
got !;ins 
collar 
shaul 
shirts 
apron 
batbrobo 
blouse 
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7th day's lrork 
(15 \-torde) 
Fo~il L'"l.Sect 
-
duckling oosquitoos 
swan silbrom 
geese snail 
rooster spider 
guinea hen bumblebee 
partridge caterpillar 
pigeon gnat 
cocoon 
8th day 1s wrk 
Person Place 
lads airport II 
I 
avie.tor bakary 
pilot cities 
native terri tor-.r 
plante:.." site 
character builctlng 
beggar ca.TJYon 
cannibal cellar 
coach convent 
captain penir.sula 
[ 
cheery 
.funniesli 
gaiety 
happiness 
happier 
merrily 
satisfactory 
successful 
jest 
~h day's work 
(20 words) 
lOth day' s work 
Revieu week 1 s uords. 
Sa~ 
-
disgrace 
l!l.Ope 
pity 
pout 
shiver 
sigh 
sickness 
sorrow 
stern 
disappointrJent 
spite 
oral response for q\Ulck perception. 
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Slowly 
Craul 
creep 
drag 
ease 
falter 
halting 
hesitate 
toddled 
13th day' s work 
(20 words) 
B""T"'fl Urrve~l'ty 
Sctlo()J4 of Edu<:atiOC\ 
Lihrary -~t~ 
Hastily 
bound 
dash 
hasten 
hurry 
speed 
spring 
scamper 
quic~y 
rapid 
swift 
bolt 
leap 
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14th daz's work 
(20 words) 
Land ~a tor 
plain spring 
field leak 
valley divers 
prairie ocean 
mountain sewer 
sandy sunk 
dam 
vessels 
depth 
moist 
faucet 
fountain 
stream 
river 
1_5th daz' B work 
Review weak ' s words . 
Oral response for quick perception. 
Hospital 
medicine 
aid 
germs 
disease 
healthful 
pure 
recover 
doctor 
bandage 
nurse 
thermometer 
cure 
heal 
hospitals 
16th day' s work 
(20) Ranch 
cowboy 
boots 
horse 
saddle 
lasso 
range 
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li 
I 
11fg. Goods 
pillow case 
per .fume 
stove 
sandpaper 
17th fo) ' s work 
{20 
sewing machine 
shears 
cardboard 
cement 
quilts 
telephone 
Farm 
-
harvest 
husking 
stalks 
fodder 
Cho:'CS 
erops 
acres 
heifers 
tractor 
grazing 
18th ~1s work (2 
Natural Resources 
petroleun 
pitch 
soil 
redwood 
scenery 
seashore 
silver 
slate 
chalk 
pobble 
School 
spelling 
report card 
pupil 
promoted 
recess 
recite 
ruler 
sc!lolar 
studied 
school room 
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19th da;'l: ' s work 
(20 words) 
~inter Summer 
Christmas acorn 
Alaska angleworm 
Eskimo A Uut:rU.St 
Yukon baseball 
frosty beach 
northern buttorfiy 
snowshoes plow 
January rainbow 
f!nOW"'.Y shrub 
cricketo 
mids'l.t1'r00r 
2oth day' s work 
Review- week ' s work. 
Oral response for quick perception. 
- - ---=-----=---
·- - -
Fur 
-
woodchuck 
volves 
skunl: 
squirrel 
coon 
raccoon 
polar bear 
otter 
21st daz's v10rk 
(20 words ) 
Boathers 
wren 
sparrow 
slcylark 
stork 
scarlet tanager 
gander 
robin redbreast 
quail 
pigeon 
nightingale 
oriole 
- ·- - -
·- -
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II 
1: 
--
Warm 
-
blaze 
burning 
j ungle 
radiator 
sunlight 
sunshine 
south 
plantation 
~2nd day 's wor_! 
( 20 words ) 
-57-
Cold 
-
polar 
arctic 
chilly 
froze 
iceberg 
ice- cream 
icicles 
igloo 
snowflakes 
snowstorm 
snowdrop 
boyhood 
friar 
grandson 
heir 
hero 
hoct 
husband 
knight 
male 
nephew 
shepherd 
noble 
--=----=-= 
23rd da;rs ~fork 
(20 words) 
tioii13.n 
aun ... 
bride 
da!nc 
daughter 
grandmother 
maiden 
mist!'eS:J 
princess 
-58-
---=..----=....-- -
'rrec 
evergreen 
hickory 
be~ch 
ceclar 
chBstnut 
coconut 
pal1n 
walnut 
cypress 
24th day' .;; uork 
(20 rrords) 
25th da;y- ' s wor~ 
Revieu week ' s words . 
dar.dolion 
geranium 
goldenrod 
hyacinth 
jack- in-the-pulpit 
lily-of-the-valley 
morning glory 
nasturtium 
par..sies 
daffodil 
Oral response for quick perception. 
·-
--
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26th day ' s work 
(10 phrases) 
Begin ph:L-ase work ( sa.:ne procedure as words) . 
Beautiful 
form gracefully sli'!:le and slop 
a jack-in- the-pulpit muddy soU 
modern plane horrible spi tc 
nightingale singer starve and su.f'fer 
a ~carlet tanager twisted wreck 
27th day's work 
(phrases increased to 13) 
"Iet 
-
moist terri tory to go aboard 
bathing in the bay an A.':rerican ambulance 
w.arvclous syrup a dusty fairground 
soak the dirt to furnish lumber 
per .:'vet soup du.rap the gravel 
plunge in the sea flicker of a flashlight 
damp curtains 
-60-
Large 
28th dal' G work 
(phrases increased to 15) 
&nall 
a huge car;o 
vesseln in the ocean 
fully ~mm elephant 
an airship engine 
collection of baggage 
wild buffalo herd 
ba~utlful hair barrette 
a clean .faucet 
any typa of germs 
a single quarter 
leak in the dam 
a pencil point 
a new bean bag 
gave two chestnuts 
chose cough drops 
-61-
r 
29th dar. ' s ~.nork 
(phrases increa~ed to 20) 
Old 
-
ancient alphabet 
suit of armor 
stren;.'tl! of a blacksmith 
history of China 
Cbrist~as holiday 
the first lullaby 
repair the moat 
the brave Pilgrims 
the aged pirate 
a simple tambourine 
the vict1ola broke 
tale of Saint tlicholas 
3oth daz•s work 
Review '-reek ' s uork. 
NetT 
beautiful auto 
dangerous bomb 
car collision 
depa.rt1nent store 
garbage collection 
manufacture many things 
operate with instruments 
Cellophane and carbon mat used for slide& . 
-62-
l'OW.i 1 
SCHOOL 
Cifi 
DATE 
, 
DIUECTIONS iO~ TAXING TEST 
J.tE.fcD E.ACH PJltAGH.APH CJU{lr.i'LILLY. Under each pDragraph, you will !ind 
tan osntences to be completed. Please complete them 'b1' drawing a. line 
unuer the_ correct word or worda given below each un:t1n1shed sentence. 
Do as maDJ' as you can and work care tully. 
E1;.mPLE: 
A great big dog came 1uto the house. He w.~s barking wUdl7 ;md 
his tail wagged furiously. Around hil!l neck , he wore a foncy leather 
collar studded with colored atones. The boy looked nt the dog closely 
and diocovsred he W"a& the tamow. dog everyo11e was huntillg for. 
l. The dog waa 
~. large c. med1l&1D- sbed 
2. J\!Qoul}.r aeana 
a. with great anger 
3. !he beat \\!.;tle for this sto17 1; 
P.... !he l'anoy Dog Collnr 
b. 'ihe Large t.n.lmol 
c. The Losst Dog 
The IncU.ans u.oad eignalo vhen they sent outdoor mee~ages. In th1o 
canner v. ocout could let his !ri&nd.o lmou that he hnd captured a b>.1ffalo 
or tbat an enemy twa olink1.ng nearb)". He built a fire, laden 171th da:ap 
gr BB I green rroede. or cod.ar tree tops GO thnt 1 t would e.moke. lihen hie 
tlOke had bean ecen by hiD tr1bo h:l uced a blsnlcet to hold dor.n the 
blana nnd to Jllclto the amoke putts. Thece mnd.E:l up hio cimple ai{;nf'.J.s. 
l. To csnd meso~o the !nd1ane ueed 
a. tel~r&'!lo b . lettero o. s1..~• 
2. In thio etoey !!LBll!lJ::X' means 
a. behave b. hsbU c. r.IQ 
3. 2o csignol oeoh other the Inditno uocd 
a. fleg;o b. cmoka c . telegraph 
4. On hie fire he ple.ced 
a. dry grs.co b. logs 
;. fo hold down the wnoke too couts u ad 
a. water b. wool""D covering c. aohae 
6. ~ atoey tells uo that the !Dd1ans uti&d aignr.J.a for 
a. enjo)lment b. epeeey 1110e~oc c. frightG.ning cnem1era 
a. 
.A. scgy.t 1r. this otoq io 
b • signaller 
8. fhc c.e&~ec were made of 
c. a. percon who goeo t.i.lmr-td 
to look over the trr.il 
n. tDOke puff a b. ua.vin,g i'lage c. dote and das~o 
9. Wo underctand that an enellll' io 
a. n good friend b. otrenge nnimal c . dtmgerouo per11on 
10. The bsot title for this story 1 
o.. A 6ap Ul"ed :Bnf'falo 
b. How the Indiann Signalled !or JUa. 
c. How Smok Sign!.lls are Mnde 
lfmro broa.dcnete in our eountr;y are ceparated into two group a . One group, 
nhoee membGra are correspondents and reporters. 1mplt reports the news. T"na 
other group mc.de UZ> of commentators and ncmo tmelysua explains th~ meoning 
of the uwe. The 1traight news program wsuallt oomee first &nd is follow0d 
1z:med.1a.tely or lnt r 8ftl7 evani.Dg by o. pezoeon who give hie Sllg6eat1one 
about the news en nta. What tb3•e people who are coromentator& ·~ and bow 
thef aq it, have a keen influence on the radio listeners. If' tha 11otenar 
lenrna to think ns be listens, he vill omit the problem of bo1~ n~ed b;r 
the opinions of J\\st one pereon nor v1ll he bo bwildered. 
1. lladlo ne\7S prO(;%' am a can be divided into 
a. two cluc3& b. atatione o . networl::rs 
2. The atory al:lD s tha~ listeners have 
a . pro~ll!ne b. ~tlusnce o. responstbilitiea 
J. 
tell t.he newo 
Reportore are people who 
b. tell tb3 m naillg of the news c. mo.ke the ncl'1D 
4. We wmally find the news reporta coming 
a. first b. 1n tho middle c. leat 
5. A r.!)rd lliG~,.ng whAt peopl think - is 
1.!•• broadcru~te b. prograo c. opinions 
6. It 1e iDportcnt foJ:' a per6on os ha li.etanc to the no :..: t 
a. t · c in on a progrcm b. think c. chango hie opinions 
------------------------------------------------------------·-----------·-1· We find broadcae~s 
a. 1u nawopc.pers b. in good books_ o. on th.~ r ndio 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------S. A nova c~entnto~ iE one 
e.. who rep':lrte ~he nens b . wbo sells paperf.l o. who te l ~h-
------------------------------------------------------~~f~the_n_aw __________ ____ 
9. \'Je undoretend from the story that 
n. nowa reporters tell lieu b. news 1E un1aportnnt 
c. 1 t is import aut for 1 istoner. e to !<.~m 1. itJ tr o>P' ... ·:~lie 
----------·--------------------------------------------~~. ·~-----------10. !he best title for thio atory ic 
a. Swayit:Jg Public Opinion 
~- · Tuni~ In On the Ne·. o :3!-o ndcd)to 
c. 1'llo type::~ uf llewc r c dco.sto 
Tt10 eerl:;v aviators wero the Wright brothers. In bo7hood tba lnds becMe 
1ntoreatcd in fl:;yhlg tmd eo they otudiod Rnd workod with ld.ten . In the beginning 
of tW.o ccntut':;y, the)' built th91r first glider . A couple of ,.anra later, they 
bu1l t an n.irabip in which thll:;y placed a gnaoline engine that they made themaolves. 
~hey took the plane to he a:md¥ bills a.t K1 tty bk wbere the vinds wero :fa-vorable. 
At last they auo~~ded in keep1ug tho1r machine up 1n the air after tour un-
e!lCceeatul attempto ... - :for 1'1ftT-Dine oeconO.e. Theiro wae the first auccGoeful 
airplens !.light. 
1. A man who fl1ea an alrplt::ne ia celled 
a. aviation b. tm aviator c. a nvigator 
.. 
2. Boyhood me a.ne 
a. oarl1 youth b. boy 0 hat o. School for boyo 
3· A Bltdor in this story .rtaa.nc 
a.. a porch BWing b. en e~ly t~o o:f' plene c. o. boa.t 
4. Ths ej;ory shows that the firj.ght brotl':ars were 
a. uncucceootul b • unhappy C, U!lUBuel 
!). In order to ~. a1rplanec !!lUSt hnva 
a.. motor b. k1 t.es c. cl.rdcondi t1oning 
6. 1'!19 wright brothcro made thoir own 
a. metal b. gacolinG c. engine 
7. The firet airplnne stayed up Rlmoot 
n. on hour b . a. m1D'.lte o. n necond 
S. In th1o story, J!!CJ.Chiua meann 
a. plano b. automobile c. motor 
--~------~------------------------------------------------------------9. The story s~ that the iirtght brothers t7ero 
a. the first aviators b. built the f1rot gl1dor c. hrid the ilrat 
oucc~setul plan flie~ 
J.O. !!:be boot t1tlo for thtg etor·,r iu 
a. The V!righ'\ Brothero Bllild Thair Ji'll'at Glide 
'b. The :i'avorable Winds of Kitty Hn.wk 
c. b Firat Succcaoful Airplnne li'light 
~?eathci.it3n make 'lo'<wir fo:a.--ecaDti: throug~. 1nstr'IE:ent inapection. In all 
p~to of the Uni. ted Stn.ttHl, thouzands of n:l'1n :md women help. Your Umee a dc.V. 
t.he:r :ilt'll<ly ths11" recording ills~::-uae.n~c. At the e.rwe t11le at BO'£ile of the t.paoiul 
weatbai:.• utatlons, balloons aro se.Tlt into th~ upper ai!'. T1~ radio broudce.i.IM.Db 
nets are olthin. All thD -rta:; up, the radio a end out n!gr,.a.lo to 1:oathm' obce~vars 
on ths groil.Dd. .All thi a woatlwr nns como a to a. cen trc1 office where 1 t 1& 
studi3d, nnd ih1a 1a how tho wee.thel:' men prt:diota the enther. 
1. Tiq radio O.roadcaatins sets are carried b7 
a . balloons b. ld.tea c. o!Gnala 
2. The central ottlGe gathsra 
v. . broadcasto b. inatl"llmenta c. weather !lr.f& 
3. li'g~§9M~A mean 
a . t~oe of weathsr b . \Wather ».~a c. waather vane a 
4. Vlo undoJ'Bte.ud from tho ato17 
a. th~t the government wUl pf.W a for woa.thor reporto 
b. .aat~::(•::-mon be.va !1':)th1ug to do 
~~. too \7oatharruea uoe nll kindo of mformat1on tor reports 
5· Th~ t icy radio broadco.ot1ug sots send out 
c. 'iroatkl.er nsw&i b. information c . e1gnslG 
---------------------------------------------------- .. ------------------·~ 6. Tret f reoas~ing equipment 1c studied 
t .. "'nco a ~? b. foUl" tt eG a da,y c. trioe a dey 
··--------------------------7 . The trord )}}AAeetJ.ott. roo ann 
a . lo.,~ ... illg oaretu.lly b. lla. dlirt.g me.ch~ee c. 'braadcoot ;.,g 
8. Obcervero are people wh!> 
""· p-Gdict the weather b. send up balloon& c. t;~tch aig'-113 of :1on.thoxo 
9 . To l~29..til mDrul~ 
to "''.Ill! on a pho!lo~~h b. e. blaclr rc\t....t.l :t'ln.t u"o~j~.. t::t c. 
10. .. t:a~t title for thi c .ory i 
Us of ltadio i:"' · (.':l.tll\lr i'orecaeting 
Ho-u WsP.:.ther C!mue;t>a ... alk~o Us 
to C!l t d..>•. X\ ..:.u 
m-1 \;il4J; 
" lOath .,. ')l"G~n~Jtul"v ,,. , •. 7n.forron." iC<l 
work 1EJ vei'y eocential. Tb.ore tll'B ueny mmken vecaela to be repu.il•od and 
pstch!Jd ~ they can be raitJsd from the d..."'})ths of the ocean. The ~n 1·upaix-
outlet e.t tho bottom o~ a dsm h a fair, over;yda~ O:lr.lilDple. · So~ttmoo m~ 
oil or gas lt.no sp1•1rags e. leak or n S'U!lken ship with a v.olu.."\blo cergo tml3t 
be. unloaded. .All these make up a a.av•a .fOrl:. 
l. D3ep 11en diverc are men who 
e . c~.n live under water b. are flhip bllildaro c. ere undarnatar workarr. 
2. Repair moaDu to 
a. bu1ld b. tElar down c. !1% 
3. VeorJalo are 
e.. Ghipc 'b. divirzg auita c. br10e,ec 
4. The word in tha ttory weaning ~ .~9-~ or ~Bl~~Jt 1-~ iD 
a. ou;tl(Jt b. depth c. cloc;gcd 
--------------------------------·-
;. A Cnl'CO is 
e.. &.tok foun.de.t ion b. ehip crew o. load carried on. 1., ahip 
------------------------------------------------------------------------···--..... ·----------------6. i:flf:.rSliW mcaue 
e.. important b. dicsgreea.ble c. big~ paid 
--------~--·----...._ ..... ____________ ...., __________ _.... ________ ..... _______________ __ 
1 . ife W&ciere 'and from tbD ctory tb:1t 
~... deep soa diVing 1e nn oaq Job to ge>t b. deep ceo. d! ving ia 
e;,.:trome~ necoeca1'y 
c. deep eea d1 vera unload flll 1ncomi135 cr·lps 
8. Sunlron sbipo are reiced beoau.se 
n . Tho~ noed to be repaired for further ucs b. they get in ab.i;[ ~ rr.Q I. 1..: 7' 
'.J'f::.tor 
c. the goode aboard. lllW}t be removed. 
--~----------------------------------..... - .... - · 
9· 
a . eJqJenai ve 
Yr.l.Y:."!c2.~ L! ~ o.n tl 
b. amip oargo o. 
---.......~_ .... ,_ ____ . ___________________ .. ___ ..........,~--~ ... _ ........ 
10. ~~ bel:!t ti tl.o tor thie otorr ie 
a. D(lzp Sea Divins; o e. Hob"by 
b. Undorwntor Workcrn 
c. The lleocuo of Ships and Tho1r Cargoec 
SILEBT llE.ADIHG TEST 
SCHOOL 
CITY 
D 
IUE 
DiliECT IUUS rou. TAKING TEST 
.1.l.E.AD EACH ?J'l!llGlU?H C/I.HEFllL.LY. Unite:- each pcsagraph, you. will find 
ten s~m.tencotB to oo completed. Please complete th-~m by drawing a. line 
und~ll' the correct wo:c·d or vro1·ds cl V(.n belou eaQh unf'iniohcd centence. 
Do e.e lJlaDY as you con and work cr.refuJ.ly. ' 
A graat big dog oa:~e 1llto the bouso. aa WrlG barking w1161y rold 
I 
hiu tail tmgged ~~iously. Around h1o ne~, he wore a. fnn:.:v ior;.tho:r 
collar studded with colored. ntones. The boy lookev. nt tho dot; cloao:'.y 
~-md diecovsrad he ~as the i'tltloW. dog eve~~ne wa~ hunting fo:». 
---------------------------------------· 
1. 'lhe dog wa.a 
b. large c. medhw-ehed 
-------------------------------------------------------------------~---0 
-. 
ll\'l.l"!guplx rneeno 
b. show 1ng fUD c. happily 
3· The beat x;~UG fc,r t~.s story 11 
P... Ttw F:mcy .Dog Collnr 
b. 'nle Large .Animal 
o. Tho LoBt Dog 
Of~on fi~ty or 8ixty geese hissina in xci wmcnt hasten toward 
he S u.th. n the ak;y they grac .fully form b uti!'ul 11 V11 sh peo 
Usually a the p int is a f &r ~es ~ s dy, aged der. Faithfully, 
vary yoar, he pi ~ts the flock safely t the South to spend h :r sty, 
win er seaero . In e rly spring he brings them back. 0\lring tl ir long 
r _ ght, these fowls must have hidd n pl ec;i to roat and recover ,;.eir 
strengt h. At. home th y net among th reeds f a 1 e in som nor h~rn 
WO dso 
l o Ge se ueually fly by 
a. ca b.. large ocke Co n ght 
2 . Gracefully meane 
a b. in duck like faehioo c .. smoothly 
3 o The geeae in flight look like 
S.o an airplane !ormati b. an ar11y c. a school of fish 
4. A ~ander ia 
a·~ "~. rge duek bo bird like the peac k c·, goo e 
5~ The word piJ.<)te in thi !:tory me 
a. guide :a b. shol'i Co c Us 
6.s The birds go SCJI.lth 
• ve;-y sea~on b. wh nev th y can 
7. The birds return 
b. in lat spring c. in early spring 
---------------------------------·--·- ... -8. Excit ment in this etor i!ohows 
b., laughter 
9. The gander shows he is 
a., trustworthy b. tired out 
10, . The boet title !or this story is 
H l1 Gf.!c.!S~ i' ly 
Jlly Birdt> f' y S ·th 
Life 0f the G~osa 
c., · happj.m~e~s 
---------
C. Sl',Upid 
0\u- c untry• s gJ.'c.:(;lt t:Oo.is n~ed pr-">~ction .egEJ.in2t dang ,z·ous f. ~t)"' 
TJ.is is theJ job of the fire lookout . who live in 11 hou~-s stil·t, '', M o. i~ 
r l=y one room ln a to'tl r on a h"\zh h" ll or llounta:l.n "" -:. Th 1 .1.,.(. 0~1 
i.l :JwJ n :~ta tJidns; ~ y hc.ve O • r llighty or ninevy rl. f gl&.&s, all of 
which e be lim l:had wes~. y. Fr~n hi.c: porc.'1, oo :out •· t che:l mi ea of 
f~ ~t di~t:d:t · !or s::.~s o L'irt.i t r; appp,ar. He endure this l~me • <M \) ~ype 
o~ exis-;rnce to aav our fo .J t.<;lo He is on 11hlo mu t do hie du~. y W.!ll O'l' 
el e the lose nd d e o o ·' o · .try' a orssts 'Will be gr at o 
' . 
nst. 
" 
Our forest ..... 
a., wood cho pere b6 !lo\;d 
2o e l'tUSt bet 
&. sp~"v, ... 8 b. r nd c., high 
3.,. The eat thing for this worker to have w u;Ld be 
an ax b. r. waterh e c. tel phone 
4o The 
il& life b ~ob c. home 
5. Th(l 11house on sti ts 11 is ro llJ a 
0 houa on \food n po1 ... s b • . three-story hous G t rer room 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------·-6.. The hQrd 'porch eano 
window scat 
------·-----~,--------------------------------------------------------------7, 'rhe reason for the lQokout"'s type or living qu rtex'e i& 
ll.., ho ·lik "' to .. Yo al b . 11 lc'.l ve h alor.:e 
~o o h may watch for 
8.. We v.ndor e.nd from th 
f o our co 'Iltry•e forests are v u blo b. lcok uts .anlcc big l:ages 
c., wa--;ling '\-dndows is the loQkout' s !!lost import:mt <h.l·~y 
---------------------------------- ------------------------------------------
a o 
9o .~oc·,i means 
atyp o£ P t·~ ! w bt. d.:.ty 
}.0. 'I'r.e be~ 
A lnc~- ut 1 Houa~ .:.nd Worlt: 
ro. \) tture 518Ila or F:tre 
•. Eui d:~ng ~ Lookout ~~Olo;er 
.. eafe-Jty agclir.st • dane:.ur 
-----·-.. ... - . 
:;tor.t is 
One a conta.giou~ or 11 ce.tching11 kini of dise ee arrive~ in a 
cr wded citJ, it is difficult to lt ita ~ preed. The be3t arQor 3gcinct 
ei kno s is a rnpid, unhceita ing attaok against tho6e things in ~ich gar ~ 
breed _u •h s water, food, and g~ rbage. To fight against dis as and germs, 
a city tekoa extra prec utione when collecting nd plrifying the water that. 
rca~he th. paople'e fauc6te. A neck must be made on fo supplies, to 
se that they get to food counters in n healthful condition, md on the 
proper co ec ion and corro t dispo:oa. of garb ge and swage. ~en, in sp~.te 
of th~ee tr endoue effor s, disease afterwards strikes, citiee ohould havu 
effi i t hospital end c ic aervi e. 
A. city 
n. garbage b.. proper' y 
2. he story sho 
a.. pi ·.itul conditione b .. 
3. Contagious mean 
a • eaaily p ·ad from one to anothor 
to dispos of 
e:. water 
c. col ctiCin 
b. cro dGd c 0 diffit."Ult 
--------------·----~~--~---------------------------------------------1+· The 
a . l<ind, of 1 rm 
e.. a che ehQuld be mad on a disea~e b. .y the \flltCJ.• JJUS._ be cl lc~ . d 
., tor, food and garbage colle t germ 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------6u Th word armor mean. 
8o rot~eti • overing b., ~dvic 
" 
e icine 
7o st dangerous in a 
a .. hot country b., crowed plac .. ho::.pitnl 
------------------------~------------------------------- ---------------8. l'le undoratend fro his stQry that it ia a cit 
ao prot. t ite p~~ple gainot d!oenao b . VCO! a houpit~l 
e. have pure sp ·ing water 
9.. A cr;nt is d.ii'!icult to 
.... .. a · r t b. C\tre c. atop from sprending 
lOY Tho"l best title for thie a tory ie 
I.· How Modern 'Clinicc Contro• Disease 
b. A 6ity' c Attack Ag. inst Diaco.ee 
c. Garbato 1d Se¥.uge Disp·.sa,\ 
An exeellent alphabet invented before folks could send messages 
through the air by radio or have them carried over a phone w:S.re \'laS the Morse 
codec Messages ware sent with ease by this satisfactory alphabet made up 
of dcts and dasheso This code was of special aid aboard a ship after 
Morse built a machine to send messages l1ith this alphabet.. Now p::.ssengers were 
nicely provided with an~ther important safety device against dangera Ships could 
signal for help ~men they were in a dangerous position and were failing to hold 
their ckn and could not progress safely. Many a ship might have sunk but for 
this codeo 
1. The Morse Code used 
a, telephone~ and telegrams b. short and long signals c u disappearing ink 
2.. This code lo.'aB invented 
a. &fter the radio bo before the telephone Co before tho nlphabet 
3. The atory sh0\15 that this code WllB used in seming 
a. lettera asking for aid b. telegrams asking for r..c::'p 
Co phone calls asking for Bid 
4., This code waa important on 
a.. a sailing veseei. b. an airplane c. subway train 
5. Tho story sho11S that the code 
a. aided ship passengers bo put pae~engers in a dangerous position 
Co provided passengers with a natr \1ay to write letters 
6.., The code helped ships 
l:io sink b~ into a dangerous position cQ out of danger 
----------~----------------------------------------------------------- ---7. The word eaae in the Gtory £es.ns 
a., help b. planning c ~ 1tithout trouble 
8. To progress is to 
a call lor aid b.,. go ahead co go backward 
9o The story shous 
mossar, -s can only be sent by Morae Code b .. l-!orse Coc!e added J":O!'(; safety t.v 
Morse Code is the only way to ask for help 
10. The best titJe for this stor1 is 
a. 1olophones and their Moosagvs 
b.. Ho: t J Get Help Qllickly 
c, 'h . Uoes of a Code 
8&.iling 
" .. ":- .r-y " -' ') .tJ Un~.ted st ....  tes had no lJf' 
end otht~r hot, m?L , teri'J.tory. Today thero a.L·e ~,rcnon.douu buna.1~ ?l' 'lt<:,o~ ') .. 
th •"'fl• ~v~ry pls.ni:a.tion p!..antcr has hundreds or thC\.sc:tnd::- of plln-~.s ~at "'·1 
:;ows g As soon as "tPe bananas are fully grown, but whilo Gtill grc.,_ Lh: 
tbey ax· , cut instnnt Ly . lf the fruit were ripe when put aboc::-d the ..... "l..:.p; 
Trey wou.!.d sp.,il uefore they cou.Ld reach 9ther com1tries~ 
-------------.,-------------------·------
1. Our ~otmtry hf.~ had 
Nearly a thousand yea.rel p·~ years 
2 ., .Benanae gro'tl well in 
b ,- cool, moist ccun1ries 
)a The story t . lls that 
c all plu:ntations gr~w bananas . b. ~ bai1ana fam is called c. pl ut.r. l. ·on 
c. banane.s grow only on pl.-:mtations 
____________ ,___......., ______________ ----- -
4o . Banana plants are eet up 
ag carefully b. two by tl";o co ir. circlcfl 
5o \'le underst and from the story that 
a., all p~oplc in hot. countriea eat green bane.nae b., bananas nre allowed 
to ripen before being s~nt here 
c, bo.nanas are green at t~.me of shipment 
6~ A plantation i s a 
a o a lar ge :f'ar .n b.. banana plant c., . part 0 r a jungle 
7., The word · !ul~z I!leano 
a., hal f full b ~ r ipsn to<> i'ull c. pur t of u jungle 
8 , Bt.mmas a fter being picked green 
. . .. 
'~O •Jpc..:-.... 
"' 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------
'1o 0u .. " :!U...Ul",;,l7 l:;I'C;~t. :!9~( lHllla!lS.:.J h!t:..! S.'JSI.! 
·~ 
------------·-----10 The best t:i.~le fer this story io 
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DIRECTIONS TO EXAMINER 
Vocabulary Test: Read the directions at the beginning of the test with the pupils 
and make sure they know what to do. The pupils should be kept working 
vigorously, but they should have as much time as they need to try every 
exercise. From 20 to 30 minutes is usually enough. 
Level of Comprehension Test: Read aloud the directions at the beginning of the 
test. If necessary in the lower grades, put an example on the board and show 
how to underline the right word. Explain why it is right. Be sure the pupils 
know what they are to do before starting them with Ready! Go! This is not 
a speed test. The pupils should have as much time as they need to read the 
material. Allow 30 minutes, more or less, as needed. Stop the test when all, or 
nearly all have finished. Let the very slow pupils finish by themselves. 
Speed of Reading Test: Read aloud the directions at the beginning of the test. If 
necessary in the lower grades, put an example on the board and show how to 
underline the right word. Explain why it is right. Be sure the pupils know 
what they are to do before starting them with Ready! Go! Since this is a 
speed test, it is of utmost importance to allow exactly the right amount of 
time-10 minutes for grades 3, 4, 5, and 7 minutes for grades 6 and higher. 
Suggestions for Scoring: A scoring card is provided for each page in this booklet. 
Be sure you have the scoring card for the form you are using. Be sure the 
scoring card is correctly placed on the page. See Manual of Directions for 
further suggestions. 
For the Vocabulary Test and the Level of Comprehension Test the Raw Score is 
the total Number of Exercises Correct minw; one-fourth of the Number of Exercises 
Wrong. 
For the Speed Test the Raw Score is the total Number of Exercises Correct. 
For the Accuracy of Reading Test, the Raw Score is determined by using the Table 
on page 13 of this test booklet. 
Use of Norms for Obtaining Age and Grade Scores: Tables of norms appear on 
pages 3 and 12 of this booklet. To use these norms, merely locate the pupil's 
raw score on the middle line opposite "Raw Score" and note, above this figure, 
the age score or norm and below it the grade score or norm. To use the table 
for evaluating Accuracy, which is given on page 12, first determine the pupil's 
grade score in the Speed of Reading Test; then by means of the table on page 
13 determine the percentage of exercises attempted which are correct in the 
Speed of Reading Test. Then locate this percentage under the "Grade" in the 
table nearest the pupil's grade score on the speed test. The rating appears it:. 
the first column (left side) of this table. The Manual illustrates the procedure. 
(_l ,:II 
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VOCABULARY 
Directions: Look at the first word in each line. Find another word in the same line which means the same or 
nearly the same. Draw a line under this word. Read line A, then line B, then line C below to see the way to do it 
A. cat 
B. stand 
C. cold 
coloz: 
eat 
far 
book· 
fall down 
bright 
animal 
bird 
sad 
tree 
getup 
small 
place 
coming 
cool 
Now read each of the following lines and draw a line under the word which has the same meaning or nearly the 
same as the first word. Do as many as you can. 
1. blue food animal color song top 
2. big little large easy neat color 
3. run eat sing stop quick go fast sleep 
4.dog animal cloud colot: bird dress 
5.father fish paper land house man 
6. apple bird fruit place song day 
7. talk dig go make try speak 
8.bake suit cook cry hold find 
9.leap climb give swim jump send 
10. maid friend girl COW boy man 
11. mouse back catch animal tree friend 
12. mistress woman man sun star lose 
13. struck asked found hit sang bought 
14. meadow :sky water trees barn land 
15.burden load lift broken send eat 
16. warmth taste to tell flag heat cold 
17. basin cup spoon rope table bowl 
18.cabin river cradle roof house grass 
19. location size place number color food 
20. defeat soldier beat demand decide dance 
21. retain give sell keep swear argue 
22. drowsy sleepy hurt funny sorry safe 
23. miracle toy wonder suit color place 
24. talent way time start skill tale 
25. adore fear fight try hate love 
26. falsehood gun string lie animal wet 
27. commence begin ask search end country 
28. publish start sing print eat paint 
29. haul fire pull hold tear tell 
30. conclusion count policy friend beginning ending 
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31. treaty 
32. chart 
33. hostile 
34. sturdy 
35. intimate 
36. bewail 
37.enrage 
38.levy 
39. terrify 
40. whisk 
41. trivial 
42. ecstasy 
43. criticism 
44. agitate 
45. hoist 
46. molest 
47.sheaves 
48. impend 
49. aristocrat 
50. harass 
51. mortify 
52. villainy 
agreement 
weapon 
tired 
kindly 
far 
search 
start 
fence 
frighten 
call 
large 
hurt 
insert 
help 
chemical 
create 
turtles 
startle 
nobleman 
help 
kill 
smaoth 
53. dauntless colorless 
54. authoritative false 
55. discord harmony 
56. grapple sink 
57. impede 
58. scribe 
59. wrathful 
60. competence 
61. alder 
62. downy 
63.flimsy 
64. satiate 
65. insanity 
hinder 
painter 
wise 
ability 
fish 
white 
sad 
soak 
heavy 
VOCABULARY -Continued 
food 
snake 
sick 
false 
strong 
find 
anger 
glass 
scorch 
dig 
small 
fortune 
judgment 
hinder 
ship 
abolish 
bundles 
hurry 
police 
annoy 
smoke 
artistry 
brave 
reliable 
tied up 
lift 
interest 
fighter 
angry 
honesty 
tree 
heavy 
hard 
color 
courage 
toy 
reason 
opposed 
friendly 
false 
lament 
enter 
break 
make 
throw 
friendly 
force 
morality 
fortify 
liquid 
finish 
patches 
threaten 
artist 
startle 
bury 
discovery 
stupid 
writer 
clash 
diseover 
insert 
native 
friendly 
mischief 
flower 
expensive 
frail 
punish 
craziness 
Page 2 
roof 
map 
open 
sick 
close 
hold 
enlarge 
please 
fall 
brush 
mean 
jewel 
harmony 
stir up 
garment 
disturb 
supports 
accuse 
metal 
direct 
embarrass 
town 
rich 
talkative 
missile 
mend 
active 
writer 
beautiful 
mistake 
cloth 
soft 
cloth 
tease 
orthodox 
song 
furniture 
friendly 
strong 
distant 
demand 
ask 
tax 
submit 
water 
soft 
joy 
purity 
turn down 
lift 
mend 
kindles 
insist 
walker 
harness 
scent 
evil 
certain 
tasteless 
discharge 
struggle 
attend 
scrape 
silly 
friendly 
vegeta9le 
cheap 
fact 
satisfy 
deadly 
Go right on to next page 
VOCABULARY -Continued 
66. quaver attack squelch feed tremble 
67. loam soil bank notes turn about catch 
68. unlettered unsullied unfair . boastful confused 
69. elegance confusion extravagance grace pomposity 
70. misdemeanor mission distortion achievement discourse 
71. roundabout indirect parallel strong humble 
72. rectitude disease righteousness scaffold meeting 
73. maize confusion tree puzzle corn 
74. jollity meanness hurry gullibility earnestness 
75. amethyst tree metal animal jewel 
76. secession withdrawal disceurse disagreement meeting 
77. transcript cave copy career shipment 
78. armistice plaster cast insect truce truth 
79. confute fill up conquer disprove discharge 
80. filch steal flee repair filter 
81. cranium crater mineral element skull 
82. balustrade dance railing bombardment illness 
83. genealogy chemistry church river drainage 
84. nutriment sand flower breeze food 
85. insolvent bankrupt melting sickly intoxicated 
Stop here and go back over your toork 
NORMS FOR VOCABULARY TEST 
retreat 
food 
ignorant 
kindness 
crime 
mean 
charm 
bluish 
levity 
large size 
attack 
ocean voyage 
trader 
disagree 
befriend 
stcme 
beach 
lineage 
lecture 
unjust 
Raw Score ................ . 
norm 10 0 1 3 5 6 i ' 7 ' 8 9 10 0 0 1 ~ 3 4 4 5 5 819 10 1 1 3 5 7 ' 8 I 19 0 2 4 5 6 8 10 11 A&e ·,, i- ~- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- 8- ~ - 8- 8- 9- 9- 9 9-- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9-- (I \1 - 9 IQ- 1Q- 1Q-11Q-11Q-!to- 11- 11- 11- 11-11- 11- 11- 11 
I Raw score I 0 _ 1_ 2 3 ~ 5 8 : 7 : 8 t 10 11 12 13 ~  15 16 11 18 ~ 19 . 20 -;;- . ~2 23 24 ZS 26 
1 
27 
1 
28- 29 30 31 32 33 M as 341 
~:~e 1 2.5
1
2.6 2.7 2.R 2.9
1
3.0 3 .1 3.1 , 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.5 3 .6, 3.7 3 .7 3.8 3.8 3.9 3.9: 4.0~ 4.1 4.2, 4.4 ,1.5 , 4.1·4.8 ~ 4 .9 5 .0 5.2 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.9 6.0 6.11 
Age 
norm 
Raw score 
Grade 
norm 
-
Age 
norm 
? • f 
11 12-11 1~-12-12-12-'12-112- 12- 12 u -l t2-J13-113-'13- 13-•13-114-l14- 14-•14-,14- 14-14- 14-15- 15-1 15-1 15-115-15-15-115-, 16-~&-16-16-16 
012 2 3 1 3 1 4 57 91114 7 91113 4 57 8 911013 5
1
6 7 911012 4 5 
------- - ----------1-1 - ----- ____ ,_ _ - --
3~r· 3.:~ .w ~~.~~ ~~~~ ~ ~  ~~~~~~ ~~~-~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ 
• • _, , ,; , _ I , 10 10 10 lJ 10 10 10 
"_,16.36."-"-"· 6.s 6.6, ,_,1._,1 ,..1 1 · - 1 ·'I' .6 , .s. s.os ....... sl s.61~ '·"·"·"·" _,._. ~'·,u.s .o -'i·• .. .s .1 .s1 
7 9 11 11 0 1 4 5 7 8 10 1 
I 1---- -------
I-~16-~1G-16-16-~7- ~7-17-117- I I7-17-:m7-18-. 
Raw score 
Grade 
norm 
74 75 76 17 78 7!1 80 81 8': 83 8t 85 
----1- -- ---
10 11 11 11 I 11 11 11 Ill Ill 12 12 112 ~ ~ 2 ~ A ~ ~ A ~ ~ 2 .4 
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LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION 
Directions: Read the paragraph. Note the blank spaces marked A and B. Note the lines of words marked A and 
B under the paragraph. Draw a line under just one word in line A which mak~s the best sense when put in blank 
A. Draw a line under the one word in line B which belongs in blank B. 
Sample: Some dogs love the water. When they see a 
lake they love to__A__in and B around. 
A. eat bark 
B. climb swrm 
jump 
chew 
sleep 
sing 
drink 
swing 
( 
If a paragraph contains three blank spaces, the third one will be marked C and a row of words marked C will 
be given. Draw a line under the word which belongs_ in blank C, just as you did for A and B. Be sure to do the 
paragraphs in the order 1, 2, 3, etc., in which they are numbered. 
1. One day Gray Kitten said to his mother, "I am a 
big kitten now. Big kittens need meat." That night he 
would not drink his_A__. He cried for some 
___B __ to eat. 
A. milk 
B. milk 
meat 
wood 
hat 
eggs 
chair 
mother 
cake 
meat 
2. Bunny was a pet rabbit. He was white. He had 
long pink ears and a very funny pink nose. He 
wiggled his_A__when he smelled B 
for supper. 
A. feet 
B. food 
hat 
paper 
coat 
pen 
fur 
chalk 
nose 
trees 
3. "Just the day to fly my kite," said Dick. Up, up, 
up into the blue sky went Dick's kite. But the wind 
was w_A__that Dick could not___B __ the 
kite. Away it went. 
A. cold 
B. ride 
red 
sit 
hot 
hold 
strong 
watch 
stale 
eat 
4. Robert got a toy dump truck for Christmas. 
Then it began to snow. Robert said it was fun to fill 
the dump truck with_A_from the walk and 
dump it into the.___B 
A. grass 
B. sky 
flowers 
street 
snow 
trees 
salt 
walk 
sand 
school 
5. A park in the city is a good place to play. Mary 
goes to one every day. She has fun on the swings and 
the slides. She would like to swing as_A____as 
the tree___B 
A. low 
B. ground 
little 
trunk 
fast 
wood 
slow 
tops 
high 
bark 
6. Georgie is four years old. His father has a black 
and white cow. The cow is as tame as a pet dog. Every 
evening Georgie driYes the cow up to the_A__ 
to be _ _ B __ . 
A. sky 
B. killed 
house 
cooked 
store 
spanked 
barn 
hitched 
pump 
milked 
7. The queen ant lays almost all the eggs. She lays 
the worker eggs first and then the new queen eggs. 
The worker ants grow up and bring in food. Also, they 
_A___for the new queen B 
A. write 
B. babies 
care 
workers 
catch 
crown 
sing 
drones 
fly 
flies 
8. The brown creeper hunts for food in the bark of 
trees. He starts at the bottom of the tree. He 
creeps round and round and up until he reaches the 
_A_. Can you see how he gets his B ? 
A. bottom 
1 B. size 
bark 
name 
roots 
color 
top 
feathers 
soil 
bill 
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LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION-Continued 
9. The hummingbird has a long sharp-pointed bill. 
It thrusts this bill into flowers to get honey. To stay 
up in the air it beats its wings so raP.idly" that. they 
sound like the_A__of a tiny___B __ . 
A. hum 
B. dog 
scratch 
book 
bark 
lion 
grit 
horse 
grind 
motor 
10. The mountain people of Lapland wander south in 
the winter. In the summer they go north and pasture 
herds of reindeer far up on the mountains. Also, they 
make cheese to_A__with them when cold 
___B __ comes. 
A. take steal 
B. reindeer weather 
find make 
mountains water 
dig 
food 
11. Maple trees usually grow tall and bushy with 
rounded tops. The branches of elms are graceful and 
slender. Oaks spread out and their trunks are 
thick. You can recognize many_A__by their 
___B _ _ , 
15. The buttonwood, or sycamore, tree has strange 
white patches on its trunk and limbs. This tree con-
tinuously sheds its thin outer bark. Look for a syca-
more along a stream. Its_A__must have plenty 
of___B __ . 
A. flowers 
B. water 
roots 
sugar 
seeds 
sun 
fruit 
wind 
grapes 
thunder 
16. Salmon are fish that live in the ocean. Once every 
year they leave the ocean and travel far up a river 
to lay their eggs. Summer is a good time to_A__ . . ,
salmon in the river because thousands of them go up 
the B then. 
A. watch 
B. ocean 
catch 
trees 
clean 
chimneys 
tie 
stairs 
work 
stream 
A. bushes 
B. shape 
flowers 
color 
people 
perfume 
trees 
noise 
leaves l 
talk 
17. A strange insect lives in the garden. There are 
hooks on its arms with which it catches other insects. 
This creature is called the "praying mantis." It looks 
as if it were_A__when it sits with its forelegs 
____B __ waiting for food. 
12. People have had ways of "telling t:me" for hun-
dreds of years. They have watched the shadows fall 
on a sundial. They have measured time by sand 
pouring through an "hourglass." Today we have 
_A__runby B 
A. hourglasses sundials shadows 
B. electricity steam sun 
toys 
stars 
clocks 
wind 
13. When the circus is in winter quarters, wagons 
must be painted, tents repaired, and young animals 
trained to do tricks. If you could see behind the scenes 
you would find the_A__a very ___B 
place in winter. 
A. winter 
B. busy 
wagons 
mean 
trucks 
blue 
tricks 
cold 
circus 
hot 
14. Underground tunnels lead to the doors of a mole's 
house. These tunnels are called "runs." It is said that 
a mole visits all his runs every six hours. If he went 
through a A at six o'clock in the morning, he 
would go through it again at ___B __ o'clock. 
A. eating 
B. bruken 
playing 
extended 
sleeping 
gone 
praying 
removed 
hooking 
dirty I 
·-------
1 18. In a Mexican "patio" a mother grinds meal to 
I make food. The father mends shoes or turns a pottery 
I wheel while the children play with their pets. Thus the patio becomes the __ A_of Mexican 
___B__!ife. 
A. end 
, B. field 
center 
animal 
change 
old 
result 
family 
point 
varied 
19. When we have an ample supply of sugar at about 
five cents a pound, it is hard to realize that sugar was 
once a rare luxury. It is thought that in India man 
first learned to take sugar from the juice of the sugar 
cane..___A_. The Chinese learned about it and 
later the Arabs and Persians began to_B _ _ 
sugar cane. Little by little, other people _ _ c _ _ 
to do the same. 
A. tree flower root stalk branch 
A. air water sleep run dinner I B. grow burn bury weed realize 
B. six twelve three four ten 
1 
C. fought sold learned sc-o:-ncd nte 
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LEVEL OF COMPREHENSIO~-Continued 
20. Land on which good crops are to be raised con-
sists of approximately a foot of topsoil with at least 
five to eight feet of subsoil. It is this subsoil which 
holds the moisture and supplies the roots with 
_A_. Most hilltops do not make good agri-
cultural land because they do not have much 
__ n __ . Hundreds Qf years ago the icecaps 
scraped the hilltops __ c __ , 
A. water 
B. sun 
C. friends 
sunlight 
stone 
green 
snow 
subsoil 
above 
dirt 
grain 
under 
air 
rain 
bare 
21. Normal "air pressure" is about sixteen pounds to 
the square inl!h. If the air pressure is less than six-
teen, you feellightheaded and dizzy. If the air pres-
sure is more than sixteen, the whole world seems to 
be pres~ing dowl'l and trying to suffocate you. Air 
pressure is something that you__A__in all the 
time 1nd yet never B unless it is suddenly 
-~C--. 
A. die 
B. notice 
C. washed 
guess 
eat 
changed 
live 
drink 
hurt 
cook 
ask 
burned 
remark 
smell 
released 
22. Long before paper was invented Roman children 
wrote on wax tablets in school. Two or three of these 
tablets were strung together with cords, making a 
kind of book. The____A__was done with a stylus, 
a small steel rod sharpened at one___B __ . 
A. sewing 
n. middle 
singing 
end 
learning 
front 
writing 
back 
stealing 
side 
23. Wireless telephones haYe been installed so it is 
now possible to talk to persons traveling on trains, 
on ocean liners, and in foreign lands. The next step in 
communication is televi-sion, making it possible to 
__A_the person with whom you are B 
25. It is neYer wise to send cash in a letter through 
the mail. It seems especially foolish, since for a few 
cents we can buy a postal money order. Go to your 
nearest post office and buy a money order for the 
exact amount you wish to_A_. Mail this slip 
of paper. The person to whom you send it can go to the 
___B __ in his city and get the _ _ c __ , 
A. spend 
B. fireman 
C. cash 
sell 
policeman 
change 
send lose 
postmaster mayor 
postage difference 
find 
lawyer 
mail 
26. Our Navy has established a flying field at sea. 
Some battleships have become airplane carriers with 
as many as seventy or eighty airplanes carried on deck 
or stowed below. The planes may take off from the 
deck, only a few seconds apart. When they are ready 
to return they fly_A_to the ship, slow down, 
and at a B__from an officer, drop down on the 
__ c __ . 
I A. ahead far 
look 
winch 
under ch~se above 
rate 
deck 
dinner question 
hatchway rails 
j B. signal 
C. sails 
i 
27. A hundred years ago the main street of any vil-
lage presented quite a different picture from what it 
does today. Pigs were fed in troughs in front of many 
of the houses. Woodpiles were stacked here and there. 
After a rain, ducks and geese wandered about and 
bathed in the poo1s, since the_A_itself be-
came a muddy B 
A. house 
B. pile 
pig 
village 
cow 
brook 
street 
picture 
trough 
stack 
A. hit see imagine pretend taste ·~· 
B. eating hearing thinking talking walking 
28. There are two schools of thought as to the history 
and origin of Lowestoft porcelain. Some, because of 
its pearly tint, believe that it was actually made in the 
Far East and only decorated in England. Others think 
that the whole____A__was carried on in England. 
A man named Rose in the factory in England signed 
I 
I 
I 
,--
1' 
24. In the early days in New England there were Yery 
few amusements or entertainments. The singing 
schools were almost as popular as the movies are 
today. Singing_A_were usually held in school-
his work by painting roses in h-is___B __ , Such ~ 
roses are never found on___C __ china. 
houses and only B in private houses. A. profit 
A. bazars fairs 
B. often never 
schools 
usually 
bees 
first 
movies 
occasionally 1 
B. tints 
C. Engfish 
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factory 
Oriental 
process 
thought 
old 
school 
color 
new 
origin 
designs 
pearly I 
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LEVEL OF COllPREHENSIO~-Continued 
29. During the Middle Ages it was customary for the 
bishop to visit all the nunneries in his di.ocese at 
regular intervals during the year. His clerk alw-ays 
accompanied him. The prioress and the nuns re-
ceived the bishop, who preached a sermon in their 
_A____and then proceeded to interview them. 
Great books in which the B .wrote his 
__ C___are still in existence today. 
A. nunnery park 
B. pope nun 
C. telegrams books 
diocese 
clerk 
bills 
hamlet 
bishop 
memoirs 
station 
prioress 
reports 
30. The school system in the United States is main-
tained by public taxes and is, therefore, free to all 
who attend. Each community has practically com-
plete authority over its___A_schools. While the 
state has some voice, the B 
cises almost no __ c __ . 
A. foreign 
B. federal 
C. aid 
local 
union 
taxes 
private 
public 
bodies 
government exer-
paid united 
systematic formal 
control rebuttal 
31. New inventions are constantly upsetting standard 
devices and accepted practices. Even the science of 
warfare is not exempt. Someone experimenting in a 
laboratory far behind the lines may_A_over-
night the best-laid plans of a general at the front. The 
longest-range guns are B_if the enemy can 
manage to exterminate the_C __ . 
A. invent offer proceed destroy remain 
B. nervous useless sold divided exempt 
C. enemy war devices practices gunners 
j 
33. On the basis of certain security and a definite 
rate of interest, a bank makes a variety of loans. Pro-
vided that an individual has unquestionable credit, 
it is possible to secure a loan on the personal note of 
I the borrower signed only by _A_, The more usual type of note, however, bears the name of a co-
l maker. Thus a second individual also makes himself 
___B__for the payment of the __ c __ . 
A. law 
B. lia-ble 
C. bank 
himself 
possible 
premium 
ink 
secure 
borrower 
pencil 
content 
loan 
mother 
escape 
letter 
34. Only in the last few hundred years has great 
progress been achieved in the work of understanding 
nature and utilizing its forces for human good. Be-
fore that time man's discoveries were mostly the 
_A_of luck or accident, with great gaps of 
time between them. What has been accomplished by 
• analyzing and e-xperimenting bids fair to assure man-
kind an even greater___B __ in the __ c __ . 
A. decision cruelty 
B. nature gaps 
C. past future 
experiment result 
accident human 
present years 
science 
control 
tribute 
35. No matter what the present success in straight-
ening out..__A_and harmonizing conflicts, it is 
certain that problems will recur in the future in a new 
form or on a different B . Indeed every genu-
I ine accomplishment, instead of winding up an affair and enclosing it as a jewel in a casket for future 
contemplation, __ c __ the practical situation. It ~-------------------------------1 
32. The Egyptian made little use of the principle of 
the arch. This does not indicate unawareness of its 
existence. They preferred A roofs for their 
temples, but cut B ceilings in their rock-
hewn tombs. 
A. arched soft 
I effects a new distribution of energies which have 
1 
henceforth to be employed in ways for which past 
experience gives no exact__D __ , 
A. roads articles difficulties lines surveys 
B. plane taste country price complicates 
C. solves expands 
l lJ. flat square 
~. 
flat 
white 
old 
broken 
tin 
arched D. charge instruction 
authorizes simplifies authority 
handicap change dream 
~-------------------------------------------------------------------------
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SPEED TEST 
Directions: Read these paragraphs. Draw a line under the word which best answers the question. Draw a line under 
one word only. Do the exercises as rapidly as you can without making errors. 
Sample: The sun is warm in summer. Boys and girls 
like to swim and play games on the grass. When do 
we get very hot days? 
winter spring 
1. The bird bath was in a cool nook in the garden. 
Ferns and mo.ss grew around it. An old tree cast long 
shadows across it. What would bathe there? 
birds children cats bats 
1-- I 
2. The holly tree grows best in the South. It has 
shiny green leaves and bright red berries. It is much 
used at Christmas time. What kind of tree is it? 
ugly pretty pink poor 
r 
• 
summer fall 
8. The parlor car on the train had chairs and foot-
stools in it. There were lamps to read by and a desk 
at which to write letters. What did it look like? 
barn street room engine 
9. Mary washed the dishes for her mother. She made 
the beds and dusted the parlor. What kind of girl do 
you think Mary was? 
lazy helpful silly selfish 
3. A bear puts his paw deep down into a hollow tree. 10. Tommy watched his sailboat. The wind carried 
Up comes a lump of golden honey made by the wild it aw~:,. from shore. He wondered if he would ever 
I bees. How does the lump of honey taste? see it again. How do you think he felt? 
bad sour sweet hot I happy worried gay wise I 
I 1 I 
4. A frozen river between two mountains is called 
a glacier. It does not melt even in summer. How must 
the air around it feel? 
mild cold hot balmy 
11. The man's coat was torn and ragged. His hat was 
old. His shirt had no collar and his shoes had holes in 
them. How was he dressed? 
poorly well nicely richly 
r--------------------------------------1--------------------------------------
5. Have you ever caught an eel? This fish looks like 
a snake because it is long and thin and has almost no 
fins. What does an eel look like? 
frog lobster stump snake 
6. There was a scream from the siren and the huge 
red fire engine roared down the street. The firemen 
looked for smoke. They were going to a 
fair parade circus fire 
12. Tap, tap, tap! That noise is Mr. Woodpecker pecl<-
ing the bark of a tree. He is looking for grubs to eat. 
How do you think he feels? 
unhappy hungry noisy angry 
13. A blue jay will chase a cat out of a tree where it 
has a nest. It will fly at the cat, and chatter and peck 
until the cat climbs down. The blue jay is 
cowardly brave huge yellow I 
~------------------------------------------- r'------------------------------------------~. 
7. This animal is often called the "king of the 14. "Red roses, Sir? Only five cents apiece!" she said. 
beasts." When other animals hear his terrible roar I The man glanced at the little old lady. "I'll buy them 
they flee to the jungle. What animal is this? all," he said. What kind of man was this? 
hor-se lion monkey lamb greedy stingy kind sick 
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15. The doorbell rang. A voice called, "Mary! Mary! 
Here's a special delivery letter for you. Come. and sign 
my book." Whose voice was it? 
fireman policeman storekeeper mailman ; 
' I 
24. The smooth, even strokes of the man at the oars 
took the boat across the blue water. He quickly 
reached the island. What was he doing? 
rowing wading swimming running 
J · 16. A compass is a small instrument. It is used to 
draw a perfect circle. If you wanted to draw a per- 1 
fectly round ball, what would you use? 
25. Dorothy made a Christmas tree for the birds. She 
tied baskets of bread crumbs, seeds, and suet on the 
tree. What kind of person was she? 
"" i 
knife compass thermometer book 
17. The light flashed. Then it went out. It flashed ' 
again, warning sailors that there were rocks ahead. 
Where do you think the light came from? 
lighthouse airplane fire engine candle 
18. One of the earliest signs of spring is the crocus. 
Sometimes its tiny blue and white and yellow blossoms 
open before the snow has melted. What is a crocus? 
ft. ower fl.ag bird star 
19. Robert saw a man drop a dollar. The man walked 1 
away. Robert picked up the dollar and ran after him. 
What kind of boy was Robert? 
honest mean sly stingy 
20. "Gutta-percha" is something like rubber. It comes 
from a tree. It softens in warm water. It gets hard 
again when cold. What is it like? 
water trees wire rubber 
21. Doors closed with a bang. Bells rang and wheels 
ground their way over the tracks. The subway train 
plunged forward into the dark tunnel. This ride was 
cold noisy slow quiet 
22. A kangaroo has powerful hind legs. It can cover l 
a long distance in one jump. The mother kangaroo 
carries her babies in a pouch. What is a kangaroo? 
bird fish animal plant 
23. Crows always fly in a straight line. It may be 1 
longer by road to a certain place, but "as the crow 
flies" is the shortest way. The crow flies 
slowly straight strong short 
silly stingy kind grateful 
26. Silk comes from tiny worms. They feed on mul-
berry leaves. These worms spin a thread and wrap it 
around their bodies. What makes silk? 
wood glass thread worms 
27. The fiber from the stem of the flax plant makes 
strong linen thread. This is woven into cloth. What 
part of the plant does the linen come from? 
roots · fiowers stems leaves 
28. Leaves fall in the autumn. Snow comes in the 
winter. The plants lie under these thick covers until 
spring. What do the leaves and snow make? 
a cover cloud Christmas hair 
29. Robin Redbreast is one of the farmer's helpers. 
Every year he eats the worms that would injure 
plants. What kind of bird is Robin? 
harmful nuisance helpful quarrelsome 
30. Long ago people traveled west in covered wagons, 
drawn by horses or oxen. Wild animals and Indians 
were feared every mile of the way. Such a trip was 
dangerous pleasant short easy 
31. In 1492 Columbus took ten weeks to cross the 
Atlantic. Great ocean liners cross it now in five days. 
How would you describe Columbus's trip? 
quick fast hot slow 
32. The Organ Man played his tunes and his monkey 
danced and danced. At the end of the day the monkey 
could hardly lift his paws. How did he feel? 
fine tired fresh happy 
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33. The most beautiful singer of our featheFed friends 
is the nightingale. He flies to a tall tree and pours out 
his song. What is the nightingale? 
duck boy fly bird 
34. In Colonial times the housewife baked her bread 
in a Dutch oven. This was built at the side of the fire-
place. Instead of a Dutch oven, most people now use a 
chair wagon stove table 
35. If a ship is in trouble in the daytime, she flies her 
signal flags. At night, she sends up a rocket. What 
would she fly in the middle of the day? 
rockets birds flags high 
36. "Pelly wants a cracker!" screamed the big green 
parrot. M-ary came with his cracker. What can a par-
rot do that most other birds cannot do? 
eat fly talk claw 
37. On the table was a roast turkey with cranberry 
sauce. There were also ears of yellow corn, pumpkin 
pies, and apple cider. For what was this table ready? 
games sale wood dinner 
38. One hot sunny morning the farmer cut his hay. ! 
He raked it into low rows to dry. He will bring the j 
hay into the barn when it is 
hurned wet dry damp 
39. A guitar is a musical instrument with a long neck. 
It has six strings which are plucked with the fingers. 
What does one make with a guitar? 
music speeches dresses breakfast 
40. The corn was cut and stacked. All over the field 
lay the big yellow pumpkins. The boys chose the big-
gest for their party. When was it? 
Hallowe'en Christmas Easter New Year's 
42. Chickadees like pine trees. On a snowy day in 
winter they will often make a good meal of the seeds 
in the pine cones. How do they feel then? 
satisfied sorry afraid angry 
43. Cold winter days ahead! The chipmunk fills his 
cheek pouches with food. Off he goes to his store( 
house. The chipmunk is putting away food for 
winter fun money yesterday 
44. Long ago there lived a bird called the "dodo." It 
belonged to the pigeon family, but it could not fly. 
What was the dodo unable to do? 
sing walk eat fly 
45. Lawn croquet is a game played with wooden balls 
and mallets. The balls are knocked through wire 
arches. What kind of thing is croquet? 
lawn game bird ball 
46. Every year a deer loses his antlers. New ones 
grow. He loses one antler at a time. How do you think 
he looks with one antler gone? 
queer hot old angry 
47. In some countries people drink goats' milk. The 
milkman stops his goats at the door. You can buy as 
much as you want. What do goats furnish? 
milk meat wool cotton 
48. Snowshoes help you to walk over the snow. They 
are broad and fiat. You will not break through the icy 
crust easily. Snowshoes help us when the snow is 
melted frozen dirty gone 
49. Sometimes a green spot is found in the sandy 
desert. This is an oasis. Trees, grass, vines, and fruit 
grow there. What must there be to make an oasis? 
mountains animals water clouds ( 1---------------1 -
41. Fireflies are tiny insects which give off light from 
their bodies. Sometimes there are hundreds in the 
garden at night. What do fireflies look like? 
dirt flashes clouds darkness 
50. In olden days before there were any electric ma-
chines, cloth was carefully woven by hand on a loom. 
What kind of process do you think this was? 
fast slow dirty heavy 
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51. The seagull's wings carry him long distances. He 
can follow the ships for days. When food is thrown on 
the water, he dives swiftly for it. What is a seaguil? 
bat fish bird ship ' 
58. A note is fastened to the carrier pigeon's leg. He 
spreads his strong wings and quickly carries the mes-
1 sage home. What is the pigeon doing then? 
swimming dancing flying walking 
52. The ,.China Clipper" is a flying ship. It carries I 
people and mail. It flies very swiftly across the ocean. 
What do you think the "China Clipper" is? 
59. Christmas was only a week away. "How can I earn 
enough to buy presents?" Dick asked himself. What 
was it that Dick needed before Christmas time? 
airplane bird train fish bicycle food money honey 
~--------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------1 
53. Grapefruit look something like large yellow 
oranges. They are very juicy and rather bitter. They 
are good to eat. What do you think they are? 
meat nuts fish fruit 
60. The garden spider spins a strong cobweb from 
I 
bush to bush. In it he catches other insects for his 
supper. What do you think the spider is? 
fly animal sparrow insect 
54.. The snow fell in great lazy flakes that soon cov- I 61. Lucy had a quarter to spend. She bought Sally a 
ered the ground like a blanket. Tom got out his leg- china doll. Sally had no toys to play with. What kind 
gings and overshoes. It was very cold. It was now I of girl was Lucy? 
spring winter summer fall 
55. Billy made a bird house for the wrens. The wren 
is a very small bird, so he made a little hole, which 
was no bigger than a quarter, for the door. The wren is 
cranky big little crazy 
56. When the sun goes down behind the barn, the 
little balls of yellow fluff run to nestle under Mother 
Hen's warm wings. What do you think they are? 
children goats rabbits chicks 
57. Three goldfish with long feathery fins swam 
round and round in Tim's fish bowl. How long do you 
think one of these fish was ? 
three inches a foot two feet a yard 
poor kind tardy selfish 
62. A little scratch on the skin of an orange may 
cause it to spoil. That is why men who pick oranges 
wear gloves. How should oranges be handled? 
roughly quickly carefully badly 
63. Wool clipped from the backs of sheep is made into 
yarn. From this yarn is woven warm cloth. What do 
you think wool comes from? 
sheep cattle yarn plants 
64. Apple cider is good to drink. It is made by press-
ing the juice from the apples. When the apples are 
ripe, how will the cider taste? 
bitter salty sweet peppery 
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NORMS FOR COMPREHENSION SPEED, AND ACCURACY 
COMPREHENSION 
Age 7_ s-1s-1s- ,_ s- ,_ s- s- ,._,s- s- s- s-~s-- s- 8- ,_ •- >- >- o-lo- o-~ o- ,_ 9- ,_ o-~ ,_._ 9-- 9- 9- 1(}-norm 10 0 1 :l 5 U 6 7 8 8 I 9 9 !J 9 10 10 10 0 0 1 1 1 3 3 3 4 4 5 5 8 8 8 9 9 10 10 0 
_ - 1-r __ ------1---------------- --------
Raw score 0 ~~---=-~_!__~_6 __ 7_ ~ ~~~ ~ ~~~~~ ~_!2_ _!!I ~:~~~--==-~~ 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 ~ 33 :u 85 38 
----- --
Grade 
3.!> 3.813.9j3.9 14.014.0 4.0 4.1 norm 2.5, 2.6, 2.7; 2.\:!.9 3.013.0 3.\ 3.2 3.2l3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3, 3 4 3.4, 3.4 3.5,3.513.6!3.6 3.6; 3.7 3.7,3.7 4.1 4 .2 4.2 4.3 
- - ----- --- - ---- -
Age 1(}-•1(}- .1(}-1(}- 1(}-1(}- 1(}- 1(}- 1(}-11Q-111-j11-ll-111-11-ill- 11-11-12-12-12-_ 12-:. 12-12 12-13 13 13-13-13-13 13-l-t-14-14-14-
norm 1 3 3 4 5 7 8 10 110 Ill ' 0 1 4 5 6 b 10 11 0 2 3 5 8 9 11 0 1 3 4 7 U i 10 0 3 5 8 ! ' I • j l I ' ~' ~:· • .• ;., ., ,, 47 ": :. , J:·:1:. ''~'' : ·, +·:: ~: ~;;-. 7 , 1::: 7.5 :J 7 8 8 • 1: :·:: 8 .r •• .... ~.. ": "'. " -;; ~ " -;; l " ,;; ~ ~ "i "' " , " -..--..--..--;;--..--,-:-..-~" " "" ";-..-"j.,-.,--;;" n.n 
Age ~ -14- 15-~5- 15 };) 16- 16---1 16-~1 7- 17· 
norm 11 1 3 5 !J I 0 4 9 1 h 
Raw score I ;;- 75 76 ---;--;;-;;---;-~ 8~ 8;' 
~-----1-----
Grade . 10 10 10 11 11 12 
norm !l.2 !).419.5: 9.7 .0 .3 .7 .0 .5 .0 
I ' 
" 
SPEED-10 minutes (Continued on next line) 
Age • 
1 6--- , 7- ' 7- , 7- 7-17- 7- 17- ~ 7- 17- l 7- l !>- ls-I! 8- ' 8- 8- s-18-1 s- s- 18- 9- 19-19-19-19- 19- ' 1o---ho---110-•10-- 10-- 10--110--110--'11- 11 
norm 
110 0 . 1 1 2 3 5 6 ' 8 9 10 0 1 3 4 5 5 I 6 7 9 10 0 1 • 4 8 9 10 0 1 1 I 3 I 4 5 7 8 10 I 0 I 2 
No. correct (o j_t_f2 fs !415,8 f"7's rBitofufi2fu(Hf"isftGfl7fi81uf2o 2lf22 23fu:25fu 27_28f29f30 St n rssfu fisf;;' 
:::!e 1:r:;:F~~r:r:r:1: ~r:.:1::~r:.~~: :;:r=~~r:.:r:~:l:: r: ~:=r:r:r:~:r:r~~r:i 5·1 
Age 11-1_ 11-
1
1 ll-112-112_1 12-112-! 12- 12_1 12- 12-112-•13-113-.13-113-; 13-• 13-11-1- 1-1- 1 14-~ 14-114-,15- 15-,15-115-116---
norm 5 8 10 0 1 I 3 I 5 I 7 , 8 J 9 10 11 0 3 ' 4 7 9 , 11 1 4 7 ! 9 111 1 4 6 I 9 1 
No. correct 137 '3sr»f~ol~'ufu:«l~f46 47f~8 48f5o,5152 53(M"I55~",~:~ "6o 81f82f63f"M 
~::!e l 5·6::1:: 1::r:::::l:l:l:-~!::-:i:i:: :-::1-:l:;:l:l:l:!~l~ 
Age 
norm 
No. corr~ct 
Grade 
norm 
minutes 
Age 
norm 
13-.13- 14-,14-,'14-115-,l15-115- . 16--1 16-- 116-,l 17-' 17-~117-!17-1 17-~-17- ·. 17- l7-:_1l)-118-118- 18----18---- Hi- 18-
1
'18-,:18----
J 9 11 3 5 9 1 6 ll 3 9 I 11 0 I 1 3 ' 4 5 7 8 10 • 1 3 5 I 7 I 8 ii+ 8+ 8+ 8+ 
1-N-o-.-c-or-re-ct-1!37 -3-8 ,-3-9 ~0 -,-1 ~-,2-,-,-8,-44- -4-S ,-4-8 ;-47-~-4-8 •-,.-, -5-3 -5-l -52 _ __ 53- 1-54- 55 !-5-8 -57_1_5_8~-5-9j_8_0 -.-1 -82-~-8-3 -"-
Grade ~--,-:- -,-,-~10101il:illil,illuluulu.12 12 112 12'12112 1 3131131 313 
norm 8.0: 8.2. 8.5 8.7 9.0 9.4
1
9.8 .2 1 .6 .0 , .2 .4 1 .5 .6 .7 I .8 , .9 : .0 .2 .4 .6, .8 .9 .0 + + + + 
ACCURACY SCORES PercentoJ:es of Exercises Correct) 
Grade 
i 
2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 I !.5 .;.o 5.5 G.O I 6.5 7.0 7.5 
---
rn v. High 85-100 9(}-100 93-100 95-100 !lS-100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
C> 
z High 72- 84 80-- 89 1--5- 92 91- 9-1 9:3- 97 !)5-98 9<; 9S 98 98 98 (::: 
< 76- 84 87- 90 89- !12 91-94 93-!)7 95- 97 96----97 97 97 ~ Medium 48- 71 63- 79 
Low 32- 47 45- 62 6(}- 75 7;;- 86 I S(}- ss 84 -90 !';7- 92 89-94 9D---951 91-96 93-96 
V.Low (}- 31 0--4-l (}- 5!) o-- 7-1 I (}- 7!) (}-83 0-S6 0 ss (}-89 0 !lO (}-!)2 
' 
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s.o 1.0 10.9---12.9 
100 100 100 
98 98 98 
97 97 97 
94-96 95-96 95-96 
0--93 0--94 D-!H 
( 
I'ERCE~TAGE TABLE FOR CO)IPUTI~G ACCURACY SCORES 
XU~!BER OF EXERCISES ATIK,IPTED 
V~~~~~V~~W~D~~~HDH~~~~~~~QUQ~~~~~~~M~~~~~~~~ 
--- ----~-- ------- - -- ---- -- -- --
99~888 
14 14 13 13 12 12 11 11 
19 18 n 17 w 15 15 ~ 14 
24 23 22 21 !!0 19 I~ IS 17 16 
6j 29 2i 26 25 24 ~3 22 :!2 21 !0: J9 
7 ~ 32 30 29 28 2i 26 25 24 23' Z2 21 20 
8 38 36 34 33 3'2 31 30 29 2S 27 ~ 25 24 2-1 
9 H 41 3'J 37 3G; 3S 33 32 31 JO Z'l 2'1 27 26 2.;. 
10 4S 45 43 42 40 39 37 36 34 33, ;J2 ~I 30 2'J 28 27 26 25 
' I 
11 52 50 47 46 44 42 41 39 38 371 a.; 34 33 32 311 30 30 29 28 
12 , 57 54 52 50 •s' 46 44 42 41 40 39 38 a6' a.; 34133 32 32 31 30 
13' G2 59 56 ;;.; 52! ~ 48 46 44 43 42 41 39 38 37 36 35 34 34 33 1 32 
15
1 
71 68 65 63 60
1 
5S 56 54 52 J IS 47 15 44 43, 42 41 40 39 381 37 36 3S 141 67 ~ 60 58 56! 54 52 50 48 47 45 44 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 3.; I 34 ~ 
1s' ~~ ;2 69 67 M ' 62 60 5S 55 .;al 52 50 4S 47 46' « 43 42 41 4o: 311 38 37 36 a.; 
171 Sl ;; 73 71 651 65 ~ 62 59 57 55 54 ''1 ~ 48 47 46 45 H 43 41 40 311 38 37 36 
18 S6 81 78 75 72! 69 67 M 62 60! 59 57 i>1 .53 51 50 49 47 46 451 44 43 42 41 40' 39 39 
'l 91 S6 82 79 ;I) I 73 70 68 65 ~' 62 60 58 56 i>l 52 51 ~ 49 48 47 45 44 43 42 41 39 39 
'" g.; 90 86 83 so 77 74 71 69 67 65 ~ 61 59 57 55 54 .53 51 :;o 49 48 46 45 44 4.1 42 41 41 
------
21 100 95 oo 87 84 81 ;s 75 12 ;o 6S 66 64 62 60, 58 57 56 54 53 51 50 49 H 46 45 44 43 43 42' 41 
22 100 95 92 88 85 81 79 76 i4 72 69 67 64 63 61 59 58 56 55 54 52 51 50 49 48 46 45 45 44: 43 42 41 
23 100 96 92 88 85 83 79 77_ 75 72 70 68 66, (H 62 61 59 5S. 56 54 ~ 52 51 50 48 47 47 46, 45 44 43 42 
24 100 96 92 89 86 83 80, 78 76 73 70 68 66 65 64 61 60, 59 57 56 55 54 52 51 49 49 48, 47 46 45 44 43 
25l too 96 93 89 s6 'l:ll st ;9 76 73 <t 69 68 66 64 63l 61 59 53 5o .;6 54 52 51 51 ~! 49 48 H 46 45 44 I 
~ 
~ 
? 
r. 
=i 
~ 
~ 
:il 
Ci 
;.,] 
::::1 
::E 
::> 
;z; 
; I -----~1 100 96 9t b9 67 8S S2 79 76 i4 72 70 68 66 ~~>, ~ 61 60 59 58 56 55 5-t 53 52. 50 50 49 48 47 46 45 H 
V , 100 96 93 00 88 8S 82 79 7< . 75 73 71 69 68 66 64 ~ 61 oo: 53 57 56 55 i>l,. 52 51 ~ 50 4S 18 H 46 45 
~ 100 96 9t 91 88 ss 82 so1 11 76 74 12 <o. 68 66 64 ~ 62i 60 5~ ~ 57 56: 54 53 52 51 5~ 50 49 48 47 46 ~~~ 100 97 94 91 ss ss 83; so 1s 76 74 n •o 68 67 65 64 s2 61 60 59 58' 56 55 54 s3 52 51 ~ 50 49 48' 47 
w 100 98 9.5 91 88 86' 83 s1 79 11 7S 73 11 ;o ss so: 65 63 62 61 601 58 57 56 55 5-t 53 52 51 ~ 50149 48 
--- Jl 11~1 98 94 91 891 86 84 82 80 78 76 73 72 70 oo: 67 65 64 63 62: 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 511--;-50----;--
32 100 97 94 911 88 86 84 82 80 77 75 74 72 71 69 68 66 65 64 62 61 60 5~ 58 57 56 55 54 53, 52 61 ~ 50 
33 100 97 941 91 89 87 85 83 80 78 76 74 73, 71 70 68 67 66 64 63 62 61 60 58 57 56 55 55 54 ~ 52 51 
34
1 
100 97. 94 92 90 87 ss , 83 SJ 79 11 75 73 72 ;o 69 ss· 66 65 64 62 61 60 59 53 57 56!' ~ 54 53 53 
35j 100 97 95 93 89 s71 86 84 s1 79 n, 75 74 12 11 ;o
1 
us 67 &6 64 ~. 62 61 60 59 58 57 sa 55 54 
----- -; 100 97 95 92 90~ 88 86 84 s2 80i ;s 76 i4 73 ;21 ;o 69 67 66 651 64 ~ 62 61 60. 59 58 57 56 
37 100 97 94 93' so 88 ss 8-4 s~: so 78 76 75 74; 12 11 69 68 67,66 65 ~ 62 61160 59 58 57 
38 100 97 95 92 90 83 86 84 q2 81 78 ;; 76 74 73 71 70 69, 67 66 65 64 ~ 62 61 60 59 
39 !00 98, 95 92 90 88 86 84 83 30 79 781 76 75 73 72 70, 69 63 67 66 65 ~ 62 61 60 
401 100: 97 94 92 00 89 87 8S 82 81 801 78 76 75 74 72 71 70 68 67 66 65 64 63 62 
' -
41 100 97 95 92 91 89 87 84 83 82 80 78 77 75 74 73 71 70 69 68 67 66 65 64 
~ ~"N93U89~8884D30N77N7Sn7271W68U6665 
43 100 97 96 93 91 89 88 So 84 82 8! 79 ;s 76 75 74 12 11 70 69 68 67 ~1 100 981 u 93 92 oo 88 86 st 83 st 80 ;s 11 75 74 73 12 10 oo 68 
~- 100 97 06 114 92 90 88 86 84 83 81 80 78 77 76 75 73 72 71 70 
--:;;;
1
100 98 06 94 92 90 88 86 8S 83, 82 so 79 77 161 75 74 73 71 
47 100 98 96 9t 92 00 88 87 8S 83 82 8! 79 78 77 75 74 73 
q 100 98 96. 94 92 90 88 87 85 84 s2 s1 so' 78 n 76 ;s 
49 100 98 96 94 92 00 89 87 8S 84 83 811 80 79 77 76 
~~---- I~ 98 96 94 92 90! 89 87 86 84 83 j 81 80 79 78 
51 100 98 96 94 92 91 89 87 86 8S 83 82 30 79 
52 100 98 96 94 92 91 89 87 88 8S 83 82 80 
53 100 98 96 114 92 91 89 88 86 8S 84 82 
~1 too 98 ~.; !» 93 91 oo 88 87 2.5 84 651 • 100 ~ 96 94 93 91 90 88 87 85 
56 100 98 96 94 93l 91 00 88 87 
57 100 98 96 N 93 91 90 89 
58 100 98 96 95 93 92 00 
59 100 98' 96 95 93 92 
eo
1 
too' 98 96 95 93 
61,100 98 96 95 
62 100 98 96 
~· 100 98 
64 !00 
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DIRECTIONS TO EXAl\U~ER 
Vocabulary Test: Read the directions at the beginning of the test with the pupils 
and make sure they know what to do. The pupils should be kept working 
vigorously, but they should have as much time as they need to try every 
exercise. From 20 to 30 minutes is usually enough. 
Level of Comprehension Test: Read aloud the directions at the beginning of the 
test. If necessary in the lower grades, put an example on the board and show 
how to underline the right word. Explain why it is right. Be sure the pupils 
know what they are to do before starting them with Ready! Go! This is not 
a spP<·d test. The pupils should have as much time as they need to read the 
mate•·ial. Allow 30 minutes, more or less, as needed. Stop the test when all, or 
nearly all have finished. Let the very slow pupils finish by themselves. 
Speed of Reading Test: Read aloud the directions at the beginning of the test. If 
necessary in the lower grades, put an example on the board and show how to 
underline the right word. Explain why it is right. Be sure the pupils know 
•,'!hat they are to do before starting them with Ready! Go! Since this is a 
speed test, it is of utmost importance to allow exactly the right amount of 
time-10 minutes for grades 3, 4, 5, and 7 minutes for grades 6 and higher. 
Suggestions for Scoring: A scoring card is provided for each page in this booklet. 
Be sure you have the scoring card for the form you are using. Be sure the 
scoring card is correctly placed on the page. See Manual of Directions for 
fUI:ther suggestions. 
For the Vocabulary Test and the Level of Comprehension Test the Raw Score i3 
the total Number of Exercises Correct minus one-fourth of the Number of Exercise3 
Wrong. 
For the Speed Test the Raw Score is the total Number of Exercises Correct. 
For the Accuracy of Reading Test, the Raw Score is determined by using the Table 
on page 13 of this test booklet. 
Use of Norms for Obtaining Age and Grade Scores: Tables of norms appear on 
pages 3 and 12 of this booklet. To use these norms, merely locate the pupil's 
raw score on the middle line opposite "Raw Score" and note, above this figure, 
the age score or norm and below it the grade score or norm. To use the table 
for evaluating Accuracy, which is given on page 12, first determine the pupil's 
grade score in the Speed of Reading Test; then by means of the table on page 
13 determine the percentage of exercises attempted which are correct in the 
Speed of Reading Test. Then locate this percentage under the "Grade" in the 
table nearest the pupil's grade score on the speed test. The rating appears in 
the first column (left side) of this table. The Manual illustrates the procedure. 
VOCABULARY 
Directions: Look at the first word in each line. Find another word in the same line which means the same or 
nearly the same. Draw a line under this ~ord. Re3:d line A, then line B, then line C below to see the way to do it. 
\ 
31. murderer 
32. dome 
33. strife 
34. notify 
35.scour 
36.comment 
37. frightful 
38. persis~ 
39. portal 
40. vanquish 
41. quell 
42. outstretch 
~3. annex 
44. authentic 
45. mane 
46. flaw 
47. meager 
48. swerve 
49. vehicle 
50. pew 
51. chastise 
52. doleful 
53. malady 
54. symptom 
55. uncommon 
56. conscientious 
57. deadlock 
58. elude 
59. indolent 
60.revoke 
61. tumultuous 
62. bountiful 
63. dahlia 
64. desertion 
65. heartfelt 
father 
fish 
winding 
scold 
scold 
sing 
funny 
injure 
door 
search 
nurse 
injure 
fortune 
beautiful 
host 
float 
much 
chop out 
engine 
hurt 
r 
punish 
quart 
celebration 
success 
plain 
careless 
sickness 
evening 
lazy 
reveal 
wise 
generous 
fish 
dryness 
.&IJL 
VOCABULARY -Continued 
doctor 
roof 
fight 
sue 
scrub 
sell 
terribJ.t 
claim 
roof 
run away 
crush 
hurried 
add 
happy 
find 
charge 
soil 
getup 
c~rriage 
tool 
praise 
sad 
sin 
sermon 
rare 
-
faithful 
injured 
music 
selfish 
tear down 
noisy 
founded 
flpwer 
abundant 
hard 
"" 
witch 
floor 
love 
injure 
lie 
remark 
pretty 
sew 
person 
offer 
insist 
offer 
carriage 
horrible 
hold 
cement 
little 
circle 
medicine 
seat 
accuse 
drug 
~
storm 
place 
numerous 
stupid 
blocked 
accuse 
crazy 
drink 
friendly 
hardened 
tree 
coming 
sincere 
Page 2 
sugar 
bird 
pay 
befriend 
sell 
force 
afraid 
demand 
country 
gefeat 
befriend 
break 
beseech 
true 
hair 
press 
brown 
turn aside 
portion 
injury 
insist 
fast 
sickness 
amount 
uncover 
harmless 
padlock 
praise 
indecent 
repeal 
sickly 
peaceful 
cloth 
l~avjng 
cloth 
.kill~ 
talk 
ask 
~ 
jump 
conquer 
joyful 
continue 
singer 
urge 
close 
extend 
notify 
better 
tell 
fault 
'--"' 
(......;' 
many 
fall down 
gloat 
stunt 
augment 
happy 
failure 
sign 
useful 
certain 
patent 
escape 
eager 
:W.e. 
silly 
precious 
vegetable 
finding 
fast 
( 
Go right on to next page 
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66. mutinous 
67. spinster 
68. avalanche 
69. negligent 
70. pilfer 
71. flay 
72. defray 
73. penal 
74.garner 
75. carousal 
76. insignia 
77. lethargy 
78. animation 
79.buoyancy 
80. insatiate 
81. projectile 
82. amalgamate 
83. debilitate 
84. inundate 
85. corpulent 
high 
unmarried 
gale 
very wise 
find 
whip 
deceive 
medical 
goose 
flight 
battleship 
apathy 
strength 
swelling 
unsatisfied 
pill 
cook 
build 
smother 
fat 
VOCABULARY -Continued 
noisy 
clotb 
waterfall 
careless 
invent 
auction 
carriage 
illiterate 
gather 
argument 
payment 
wild animal 
bravery 
meanness 
intolerable 
mountain 
combine 
plant 
curse 
haughty 
silent 
driver 
landslide 
extravagant 
sweeten 
dismay 
pay 
boastful 
farm 
stealing 
secretary 
inheritance 
liveliness 
lightness 
disrespectful 
stream 
J?,ound 
float 
mash 
serene 
metal 
soldier 
tornado 
dishonest 
steal 
harbor 
conduct 
athlete 
classify 
revel 
badge 
debt 
mercy 
truthfulness 
hurried 
bullet 
distrust 
farm 
flood 
energetic 
Stop here and go back over your work 
NORMS FOR VOCABULARY TEST 
rebellious 
part of ship 
scolding 
courteous 
sell 
derelict 
paint 
criminal 
beseech 
revolution 
insurance 
liveliness 
intelligent 
solidity 
harmlese 
liquid 
attack 
weaken 
repair 
relent 
Raw Score .....•............ 
Ace ~7- 8- S- 8- 8- S- S- S-Is- S- S- 9- 9-) 9- 9- 9- 9-19- 9- 9-19- 9- 9- 1o-,1o- 1o- 1o- 1o-110 11-111- 11- 11- ~1-11- 11- 11-
1= ~~-~~~~~~,~~~~~-1~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~6~~~ 
Raw score ~~~-·- __:__ .!__ ~ .!_ ~ _2_ __!__ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ __::_ ~ ~ ~ ~ __:: ~~  ~ ~ _::_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~':'~' I 2 ·' 2.G.2. 7 '','·' 3.0i 3. I 3. I, 3.2 3.3 3 .• I, .5 3.5 3.6 3. 7 3. 7 3.8 3.8 3 .9, 3.10 u 4.2 ... '·', ' .7 4.8 4.9 5.0, 5 2 5.4 5,5 5.5 5. 7 5.9 6.0 6. I 
J Aoo• I '12- 12- 12-112- 12- 12-112- I 2- 12- 12- 12- 13- 13-o 13- 13- 13- 14-114- 14- 14-,14-1 !4- 14-14- 15-115-115- 15- 15- 15-~15-16-116-
norm I 0 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 7 9 11 1 4 7 9 11 1 3 4 5 7 8 9 11 0 1 3 5 6 7 9 11 0 1 
------------------------------ ---~~f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
·ade 10 10 10 10 ~ rm .6.2 6.3 G -1 6.416.5 6.5
1
6.6 6.7 6.S 7.0 7.2 7.4 7.6 7.S S.O S.2 S.4 S.5 S.6 S.7 S.S S.9 9.0 9.2 9.3 9.4 9.5 9.7 9.S 9.9 .0 .2 .3 .4 
Age 
norm 
16-16. -16-,16-17-17-17-117-17- 17- 17- ~S-
1 ~~~~~-1 .2.._~~!__~ 1 
Raw score 7f 75 7G 77 78 711 80 81 S~ 83 8i 8.> 
------------
Grade 10 ,11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 12 
norm - .9 .0 .2 .3 .4 .5 .7 .8 .9 .0 .2 .4 
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2 4 6 
71 72 71 
10 10 10 
.5 .7 .s 
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LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION 
Directions: Read the paragraph. Note the blank spaces marked A and B. Note. the lines of words marked A and 
B under the paragraph. Draw a line under just one word in line A which makes the best sense when pu:t in blank 
A. Draw a line under the one word in line B which belongs in blank B. 
Sample: Some dogs love the water. When they see a 
lake they love to_A__in and B---.-around. 
( 
A. eat 
B. climb 
bark 
swim 
jump 
chew 
sleep drink 
sing swing 
If a paragraph contains three blank spaces, the third one will be marked C and a row of words marked C will 
be given. Draw a line under the word which belongs in blank C, just as you did for A and B. Be sure to do the 
paragraphs in the order 1, 2, 3, etc., in which they are numbered. 
1. Baby was a year old. He could walk but all he 
could say was, "Ma-ma." His mother made a little 
cake for him. She showed him the A and 
baby said, B-
5. Tom lived on a farm. Every morning he fed the 
pigs. The new baby pigs soon learned to know Tom. 
They began to____A___as soon as they saw him 
____B __ 
A. lamp • candle B. dog candle DJ,ama-
plate 
birthday 
pan {! A. crow 
baby (. ... B. comin.J:, 
bark grunt 
sleeping ~ 
speak 
crowing 
mew 
singing 
':$ 
2. Gray Squirrel lived in the woods. He worked 
hard in the fall. Every day he gathered nuts. He hid 
them in a hole. When the.___A_____came, he had 
__ B,., to eat. 
A.~ 
B. holes 
boat 
shells 
leaves 
food 
-
train 
days 
squirrels 
wood 
3. Bob had a new pair of roller skates. He put them 
on atld started to skate. Down he went! He tried again 
and down he went. He soon found that__A__was 
notso B 
A. walking running 
6. At first the colt stayed by his mother. Then he 
ran around the field. He soon learned that lying on 
the.___A_____and kicking his B_in the air 
was great fun. 
A. table 
B . ..fW. 
roof 
head 
tree 
tail 
water 
field 
l!rass i 
- ,.. 
mother { 
----11~ 
7. Country boys and girls are used to the sound of 
crickets. During hot weather in August the crickets 
sing day and night. They are not harmful little crea-
tures and the chirping song they_A__is rather 
____B __ • 
B. stupid funny 
hiking 
tasty 
sliding 
ugly 
~ating 
A. eat 
,!.as_z ( j, B. harmful roll slide dangerous silly sing_ hot fly pleasant 
4. Father made a playhouse for the boys. He built 
it of wood. He cut four windows and a door in it. 
"Now," he said, "we need A for the windows 
and B for the floor." 
A.~ 
B. lace 
food 
straw 
trees rocks 
blankets boar~ 
----
cement 
glass 
. ~ 
8. A queer kind of bee is the "leaf-cutter" bee. H 
visits rosebushes and bites a leaf as you would take 
a bite out of a cookie. He rolls up these pieces of rose 
____A___and lines his B with them. 
A. petal 
B. ~st_ 
stem 
yard 
foot 
root 
thorn 
sting 
leaf. 
buzz ~ 
Page 4 Go right on to next page 
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LEVEL OF COliPREHENSION-Continued 
9. Hens lay more eggs in light places than in dark. 
It was found that hens would lay at nig~t if the ~lec­
tric lights were turned on. Some farmers say that this 
tires the___A__. They will not let them work 
twenty-four B__a day. 
A. farmer wires chickemJ 
15. Bread is sometimes baked out of doors in brick 
ovens. A fire is built inside the oven. When it is hot, 
the coals are pulled out. Pans of_A__placed in 
the oven are B in an hour. 
A. meat bread 
-
B. times minutes days 
hens 
seconds 
eggs '> 
hours( 1 I 
stewed B. baked 
-
milk 
boiled 
cake 
roasted 
fruit 
fried 
10. Cowboys work on big ranches in the West. A cow-
boy is in the saddle most of the day. He rides around 
looking for stray horses or cattle. The___A__ 
must not be allowed to get B 
A. ranches cattle 
B. well wet 
nest 
up 
trees 
lost 
saddles 
food 
11. Polar bears are lucky. If it were not for their coats 
of white fur they would easily be seen by Eskimo 
hunters. As it is, they can climb up on a mound of I 
____A___and look like a B . 
A. coal ~ 
B. peanut .. snowball 
dirt 
baseball 
sugar 
Eskimo 
dough ,j 
cat 1 
12. The longest bridge in the world was opened in 1 
1937. It runs from Oakland to San Francisco, Cali-
fornia. It took three years to build it. The bridge is 
so high above the water thaL__A_can pass 
B __ it. 
A. water 
B. over 
mountains 
under 
~attleshiv.s air 
around above 
horses 
into 
13. Sea turtles never go on land except when they lay 
their eggs. They dig a deep hole and lay their eggs in 
the sand. The babies hatch out and soon_A___ 
down to the B 
A. crawl 
B. sand 
dance 
salt 
float 
sun 
swim 
bushes 
fly . I 
water "' 
-- ---' 
14. Nowadays we find houses made of concrete blocks 
with steel frames. Large sections of the walls are 
made of a new kind of structural glass. If the early 
homemakers of America could see these._____A_ 
houses, they would be B 
A. modern antique early old siiiy 
B. sorry su~ ugly worried angry 
I._ 
I 
I 
16. Farmers feed soy beans to their animals. Soy 
beans are also used in making plaster, buttons, an{} 
steering wheels for automobiles. Oil from soy beans 
is used in making paint and in"k. A plant with such a 
variety of__A__is of great B 
A. time 
B. loss 
energy 
height 
uses 
-depth 
space 
size 
taste 
value 
-
17. A new type of "covered wagon" goes west today. 
It goes north and south and east as well. This is the 
trailer. Some trailers are simple and inexpensive, but 
others contain two rooms and are equipped with 
electric lights, hot and cold water, iceboxes, and 
radios. In fact, this____A_on wheels may be as 
-B--as its owner wishes. 
A. garage 
B. old 
home 
-ugly 
barn station 
complete ~ 
shop 
empty 
18. If you should ever lose your way in the woods, you 
can find your direction by the aid of a big tree. Ex-
amine the bark. It is usually damp and mossy on the 
north side and light and_____A_on the B 
A. damp 
B. right 
off 
left 
shaggy 
east 
torn 
south 
-
dry 
--..;.._ 
west 
19. There are no ears on a frog's head that we can 
see. This does not mean, however, that he cannot 
hear. A short distance behind each eye are two holes, 
inside of which is an inner ear. Beyond this is the 
middle ear. ~n this ear_____A__is carried by a 
special B · to the brain where the_C __ 
is actually done. 
A. sight sound light smells feeling 
B. trunk messenger police blood ~ 
C. coughing smelling seeing he:uing touchin3-..l -= 
Page- 5 . Turn the page and go right or. 
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LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION-Continued 
20. Light waves travel faster than sound waves. If 
you are close to a firecracker that is being shot off, 
you will see a flash of light and hear a noise almost 
at the same time. But the_A__you go from the 
firecracker, the greater the difference there will be 
between the time you B the flash and the 
time you hear the_C __ of the explosion. 
A. closer nearer sooner ~ 
B. hear ~ set stop 
C. sound music; light heat 
--
warmer 
want 
fire 
21. Man has not yet guessed all the secrets of the 
past. Ages ago there lived in Asia Minor a tribe of 
people known as the Hittites. They no longer exist 
but they have left behind monuments, tombs, and 
sphinxes covered with mysterious writing. No one 
has as yet discovered the_A__to unlock these 
strange symbols and so the messages they___B __ 
remain buried in the past of this forgotten_C __ . 
A. tale key 
-B. sent said 
C. person man 
number sign 
telegraphed sang 
~ living 
token 
~vrqk 
cousin 
22. The papyrus plant grew along the banks of the 
Nile River. The ancient Egyptians cooked and ate it 
as a food. They drank its sweet juice. They wove 
its stems into cloth and paper. No wonder they 
_A__this___B__friend! 
A. burned hated cultivated killed 
' 
~ 
B. useless pretty stolen valuable 
neglected 
ugly 
t.A' 
23. The first cable laid across the Atlantic Ocean was 
made of copper wires twisted together, and covered 
with a coating of rubber, tarred rope, and twisted steel 
wires. In spite of this waterproof_A__, the salt 
water _ _B __ into the cable in a few weeks. 
A. glass diet 
B. enlarged ate 
-
covering 
multiplied 
direction current 
twisted coated 
24. Long ago people were called to church by the beat-
ing of a drum. The drummer was chosen in the town 
meeting and paid for his job. The dolefuL__A___ 
of the drum was the beginning of a long service in a 
cold B • 
A.§.9Jlll.d 
B. winter 
sight 
ctuu:clt 
size 
town 
place 
house 
look , 
ground 
25. For more than fifty years it has been possible to 
send letters via "speeial delivery." This means that 
if, in addition to the usual postage, a certain stamp is 
attached to a letter it will be delivered immediately 
upon its arrival at the Post Office to which it is ad-
dressed. A speciaL__A___takes the letter to the ( 
one to whom it is addressed. A dime buys the 
____B__for this __ c __ . 
A. reporter 
B. ..stamp 
~
C. song 
message 
letter 
train 
call 
charge 
ink 
~ 
toll 
~rvi£!_ 
radio 
rate 
dollar _ 
26. Rain was an important factor in the first flight 
across the English Channel in 1909. Bleriot, a French-
man, made the crossing from France to England in a 
small monoplane. About the time he was halfway 
over, his engine became overheated and he feared it 
would stop. As the rain began to fall, the engine 
cooled and the_A__continued on its way to the 
____B__shore. The flight was a_C __ . 
A. dirigible airplane biplane automobile gyro 
B. French American Swiss English Spanish 
C. failure doubtful question dream success 
27. The old-fashioned village doctor making his calls 
on horseback, with saddlebags full of giant pills and 
rare herbs, belongs to the past. Next to the minister 
he was held in the highest respect. He was kind and 
cheerful and a_A__to persons of all ages. The 
whole town always mourned his B 
...... 1' 
A. pest nuisance ~m~ menace 
B. death ~g pills calling 
joke 
riding i 
· 28. Christmas Eve cheer was drunk in England in the 
eighteenth century out of the famous "posset-pot." 
Into a spicy drink the hostess dropped her wedding 
ring and a silver shilling. Each guest had a turn to 
__ A__. It was believed that the one who found 
the____B __ would soon be married, and that the 
one who got the coin would have goocL__C_~ 
Many people still own posset-pots which have been 
handed down in their families. 
A. dance 
B. coin 
C. cheer 
~ 
silver 
weather 
eat 
pot 
fish 
skate 
tree 
day 
dine 
_ring_ 
luck 
-
.. ,_ 
-
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LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION-Continued 
29. In line with the removal of adulterated goods from 
the markets is the attempt to abolish the one-time 
popular "quack medicines." In spite of the fact that 
such "medicines" may contain only harmless ingredi-
ents, they are being sold under false pretenses. The 
_A____should be protected against wasting his 
money foolishly as well as against endangering his 
____B __ by not consulting a r eputable_C __ . 
A . .._doctor 
B. money 
C. quack 
consumer 
time 
doctor 
-
quack 
energy 
engineer 
enemy 
health 
officer 
paymaster 
friends 
- --
student 
30. In every country a small group concerns itself 
with the affairs of the government. The vast majority 
cares little about public affairs. This does not mean 
that the minority always rules the_A__, be-
cause unless the minority considers the B of 
the majority, the latter may set up new __ c __ . 
A. minority king business 
housing 
rulers 
affairs majority_ 
--B. wishes 
C. codes 
tastes 
stakes 
rules complaints 
-signals concerns 
31. The struggle between modern civilization and 
tribal custom has been well demonstrated in the 
administration of the Indian reservations. Once the 
right to tribal existence was allowed, problems arose. 
The government has found it very_A__to per-
mit a B__society to exist in the midst of a 
highly __ c __ one. 
A. easy odd unwi~ lonely queer _ 
B. new primitive strange struggle problem 
33. Some persons believe that profit-sharing draws 
the employers and employees closer together when 
the incomes of both depend upon the amount of the 
profits. It speeds up the output of the worker and 
encourages him to take a greater interest in the 
_A__. An addition to his B enables 
him to achieve a higher standard of living. Above all, 
a friendly atmosphere_C __ the likelihood of 
strikes and lockouts. 
A. fun 
B.~ 
C. increases 
concerts 
house 
hardens 
concern 
work 
softens 
vacations 
time 
lessens 
speed 
output 
gives 
I I 
34. The qualities of ambition and perseverance found 
in individuals depend somewhat upon the number of 
their wants and the possibility of satisfying them. 
These qualities are often absent when individuals 
have no control over economic goods. They are likely 
to be present when there is no_A__to acquisi-
tion. A balance is B when an effort is made 
to preserve __ c __ of opportunity. 
• A. time space limit 
B. achteved accounted reduced 
C. qualities absence wants 
score 
dependent 
equality 
report 
sold 
goods 
-
~~I Indian coarse complex y 1 ~-------------------------------------------------' 
C. old 
35. Every important satisfaction of an old want cre-
ates a new one; and this new want has to enter upon 
an experimentaL__A___to find its satisfaction. 
Judged from the side of what has gone before, 
achievement always settles something. Judged from 
the side of what comes after, it complicates, introduc-
ing new B and unsettling factors. There is 
something pitifully juvenile in the idea that __ c 
_means a definite sum of accomplishment which 
l2. The Norman Conquest had a strong influence on 
English architecture. For example, it is probable that 
timber was used by the early English in building 
churches. But after the__A___invasion, such 
buildings began to be B of stone. 
A. English 
~1 B. destroyed 
Norman Saxon 
~
influenced used 
Danish Roman 
arched sonstructec!. 
will D__stay done. 
A. train certainty adventure I B. problems expens" dreams 
C. honesty war taste 
nobly D. not foreve~ 
Stop here ancl go back over your work 
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progress revolution 
cheaply intimately .. 
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SPEED TEST 
Directions: Read these paragraphs. Draw a line under the word which best answers the question. Draw a line under 
one word only. Do the exercises as rapidly as you can without making errors. 
Sample: The sun is warm in summer. Boys and girls 
like to swim and play games on the grass. When do 
we get very hot days? ( 
winter spring 
1. Mary was walking in the snow. She pulled her 
coat closer but ·the wind blew the icy snow against 
her face. What kind of day was it? 
pleasant warm tiresome cold 
.... 
,;y-
2. They were pretty, red woolen mittens. They were 
sure to keep out the snow. How do you think they 
would feel in the winter time? 
heavy cold 
_)YW_lt_ wet 
~._.,. 
3. They wiggled their pink noses and sniffed lettuce. 
Their long ears were fiat against their heads as they 
slipped into the garden. What animals were these? 
lions tigers dogs rabbits 
_____ ., :-:;. 
4. The flying squirrel can make very long leaps. It 
has folds of skin between its front legs and hind 
legs. What can this squirrel do best? 
leap run walk eat 
5. After the storm the children made a snow man. 
They gave him a hat and a pipe. When the sun came 
out it got warm and the snow man 
froze melted. burned scorched 
6. Did you ever scratch the back of a pig? He loves 
it. Rub his back and shoulders with a board and listen 
to him grunt. How does he feel? 
sad lonesome happy sorry .cY 
7. A deep-sea diver wears a helmet over his head. 
It has glass windows in front of the eyes and a tube for 
air. What does the helmet keep out? 
light air water dirt /' 
I.-:. 
summer fall 
8. At night when all is still, a cat can hear tiny 
creatures moving. She can also see quite well on a 
dark night. What can see quite well on a dark night? 
boy girl 
J 
cat 
-
man 
9. The blue roadster was in the ditch. The wrecking 
car got it out again with just one pull. What do you 
think the wrecking car had to be? 
beautiful ( old light strong 
-
10. A woodchuck digs a deep hole for a house. He 
leaves a pile of dirt outside his front door. Where 
does the dirt come from? 
rocks 7\. ~ hole water 
11. James brought out a rake, a hoe, a spade, and a 
sprinkling can. What do you think James was going 
to do with these tools? 
garden sing shoot fight 
12. Since Lindbergh crossed the ocean in his plane, 
many other pilots have done the same thing. What 
do you think all these men can do well? 
swim JU:._ fish sing 
13. Round and round the bowl the goldfish swam. Into 
his little stone castle and out through the seaweed he 
went. What does the goldfish do best? 
swim sing jump dance 
-
14. Could you eat a bowl of rice with two little sticks? 
A Chinese child uses his "chopsticks" just as well as 
you do a spoon. What do we use instead of chopsticks? 
bowls rice cups .,spoons... 
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SPEED TEST-Continued 
15. "Stop!" says the red light, "Wait!" says the yel-
low, and "Go!" says the green. What must· you do 
when you see these traffic signals? · 
I 24. At night huge electric signs make Broadway a fairyland of light and color. This is one of the most 
famous streets in the world. How does it look? 
laugh obey 
...._ 
run cry dull dark bright -~ noisy 
16. "Romba" had a long trunk and two fine ivory 
tusks, and she was very large. She was pleased when 
people at the circus clapped. What was Romba? 
I 25. Bell buoys are anchored far out in the ocean. They 
mark safe lanes for ships and boats to travel in. What 
do you think bell buoys are? 
alligator mouse elephant 
---
monkey 
17. Stand in the middle of the kitchen of a dining 
car. You can reach to the stove, the icebox, the cup-
boards, and the sink. This kitchen is 
_small_ huge large medium L ~ 
18. There was a great storm at sea. The fisherman's 
wife pee~ed out over the rough waters. Her husband's 
boat was not in sight. How did she feel? 
~ hot happy angry 
19. "Carrier pigeons" are trained to fly home. If they 
are taken away they always fly back. Messages are 
often tied to their legs. What bird carries a message? 
signals children buildings rocks 
-
26. Indians moved from place to place. They lived in 
tepees made of poles with buffalo skins stretched 
across. Such houses were light and easy to 
eat f move __ .. bury leave 
27. The sloth is an animal with hooks instead of feet. 
It can't really walk, but it can travel miles in the trees. 
What does the sloth like best? 
plains fire mountains forests 
28. The farmer sows the wheat seed. The miller 
grinds the wheat into flour. The baker bakes the flour 
into bread. From what is most of our bread made? 
peacock pige2,!!_ pheasant robin ~--1 · soil 
- f 
powder wheat miller 
20. St. Bernard dogs live in the mountains of Switzer-
land. They are trained to hunt for travelers lost in the 1 
snowdrifts. These dogs are very 
red afraid brave 
-
/r' small ~ 
21. Long ago men lived in caves. They rolled stones 
in front of their caves at night to keep out the wild 
animals. How did the animals make them feel? 
afraid hot happy costly ~ 
-
22. "Bran" is made from the outer layer of wheat 
grains. Bran is brown. If it is used in making bread, 
we get brown bread. What does bran make the bread? 
white fresh crusty .£!:o.W.!l. ~·1::. 
23. l\lary burst into tears. She had broken her favorite 
doll, Annabelle. Mary's mother came out with a pot 
of glue. What was she going to do to the doll? 
mend break burn sew 
29. Maple sugar comes from the sap of the tree. This 
sap is collected in the spring and is boiled into sugar. 
From what tree does this sugar come? 
elm maple magnolia apple 
-
30. The camel can go for days without food or water. 
He can carry a load a long distance. In what kind of 
country can camels travel better than other animals? 
'Vet dry cold foreign 
... -~ 
-
31. The anteater has no teeth. Instead, it has a long 
sticky tongue, which darts out and catches ants. What 
does this animal do best? 
chew bite lick climb 
32. The dormouse belongs to the squirrel family. It 
is larger than a rat. It lives on nuts and sleeps all 
winter. What animal is it most like? 
mouse squirrel horse pig 
I 
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SPEED TEST-Continued -' 
33. A sloop is a small boat which carries two sails. 
The large sail is called the "mainsail" and the small 
one, the "jib" sail. What is a sloop? 
42. The fang of a rattlesnake is a long sharp tooth. 
There is poison in this fang. That is why a rattle-
snake's bite is harmful. The fang is 
boat sail deck I jib ~~" harmless ~rou~ pretty strong 
34. It is fun to have a clambake. Go down to the shore 
at low tide. Take a bucket and a shovel. What do you 
dig in to find the clams? 
sand plants woods buckets 
35. In the robin's nest were four blue eggs. A gray 
cat crept across the lawn. How did the robin feel 
when she saw the cat coming? 
happy safe cold frightened 
36. The oriole hangs her nest on the limb of a tree. 
The wind can rock the baby birds to sleep. What do 
you think this nest is like? 
rock cradle leaf chair 
37. Mary lunched in the dining car. It was fun to see 
farms, animals, and even towns go flying by. What 
did the train do while Mary ate? 
stopped moved wrecked burned 
38. Bobby brought goldfish to the school aquarium. 
Billy brought fantails with black spots. Mary brought 
seaw~ed and shells. What live in an aquarium? 
birds flies worms fish 
39. They placed the scarecrow on a long pole in the 
cornfield to scare away the crows. What would the 
crows do when they saw this funny man? 
eat fly away stop sleep 
40. A bird called the flamingo always lives near the 
water. It has long legs and a long neck. The long neck 
helps the flamingo to 
jump fish run hide 
41. One fourth of a British penny is called a "farth-
ing." This is a very small coin. How many farthings 
does it take to make a penny? 
four fourteen two one 
--
43. A "solar eclipse" means that the moon passes be- · 
1 tween the sun and the earth. If the moon shuts out 
the sun, how will the sky look? 
dark bright pale shining 
44. A dolphin is about seven feet long. It changes to 
brilliant colors when it leaps out of its water home. 
What do you think a dolphin is? 
fish bird mermaid frog 
45. The mother cuckoo bird lays her eggs in other 
birds' nests. The eggs are hatched for her. What kind 
of bird is the cuckoo? 
kind generous tiny lazy 
46. The French people gave the Americans the Statue 
of Liberty. It stands in New York harbor today. What 
country did it come from? 
New York America France Liberia 
47. Henry discovered the nest of a wild bird. When 
the mother came home she flew at Henry, shrieking 
and scolding. This bird was 
amused happy tame angry 
48. Molly was a Jersey. She had a beautiful coat of 
tan and sad brown eyes. She won the blue ribbon for 
having the richest milk. Molly was a 
cat colt cow goat 
~ 
49. It tells you what is happening in your city. It 
gives you the weather report. It is made of paper. It 
is printed every day. What is it? 
newspaper book radio telegram 
50. The dachshund is a hound. He has four short legs, 
a long nose and tail and a very long body for a dog ! 
What is a dachshund? 
dog monkey horse donkey 
\~ 
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SPEED TEST-Continued 
51. The policeman's whistle blew suddenly. He held 
up his hand. All the cars stopped. What did the police-
man use to bring the traffic to a stop? 
light whistle car gun 
52. In olden days men carried swords in the right 
hand. Today we shake hands with our right hands to 
show that we are not enemies, but that we are really 
58. Pussy crept toward the mouse hole on soft padded 
j feet. She was hungry. She watched the mouse hole for 
1 a long time. What was she waiting for? 
train dog mouse hole 
59. Ohio is an Indian word which means "Beautiful 
River." Many of our states have Indian names. From 
, what language do we get the word Ohio? 
I animals swords enemies friends ':"t .~ I Italian Spanish English Indian 
' 
53. A bird has a little oil pocket on his back. From it 
he squeezes out a waterproof dressing for his feath-
ers. What does the bird put on his feathers? 
oil 
-
water sand soil 
54. A bell rang with a shrill sound. Mary ran to the 
telephone and put the receiver to her ear. What do 
you think was the first thing she said ? 
good-by h_ello come in no 
55. The trapdoor spider builds her home in the 
ground. It is lined with silk cobwebs and has a little 
door that opens. The trapdoor spider is a good 
buyer builder singer cook 
56. Mary was two blocks away when the school bell 
rang. She ran fast but all the children had gone in-
side before she reached the door. What was Mary? 
early late sleepy dead 
57. "Creeping Charlie" is the name of a pretty green 
vine. It grows in window boxes and hanging baskets. 
What do you think "Creeping Charlie" is? 
stone bug man plant 
60. John turned a little knob on the side of the box. 
A voice said suddenly, "This is Station XYZ broad-
casting." What do you think was in the box? 
telephone radio box boy 
l 61. Jim fastened one end of the rope to Rover's collar. 
The other end he tied to the porch. Rover howled and 
cried. How do you think Rover felt? 
hungry silly unhappy glad 
62. The Empire State Building is the world's tallest 
building. It has 102 stories. From the top of it you 
can see for many miles on a clear day. This building is 
tall short small soft 
63. When cold weather comes, the frog dives down to 
the bottom of the pond. There he sleeps, buried in the 
mud, until spring. How does he spend the winter? 
traveling talking sleeping working 
64. A frog's skin is smooth and bare. It must be kept 
moist or the frog will die. He is happiest at the edge 
of the pond. What does he need most? 
water salt clothes spices 
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